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Esters College.—When I first entered the

University, my experience in practical medicine

was already very considerable. I had acquired

the manner, and some degree the tact, of a regu

lar prescriber; knew how to take hold of the

pulse, watch the countenance, examine the pa

tient, and write in the usual dog Latin my orders

for calomel and jalap, rhubarb and magnesia.

Besides all this, I was a good chemist and apoth

ecary, and although my reading of medical works

had only tended to confuse my mind, yet I was

•rell prepared to profit by superior learning, and

hoped that in some shape my previous studies

might be rendered available. I must say that

the instruction was superior, and the majority of

us rapidly advanced in anatomy and surgery,

and would have done so in an equal degree in

other branches, had there been any harmony in

doctrine among the professors ; so far from this,

however, each of the six held diverse views from

his fellows, and did all he could to train the class

in accordance with them. Startled and confused

by the array of opposing arguments, but few en

deavored to grapple the matter, and those few

at first with but partial success, while the re

mainder gave up all hope of ever appreciating

anything about theoretical medicine, and busied

themselves in trifling amusements.

Becomes a Critic—The few who remembered

the maxim that " what man has done, man m ay

do," received a rich reward. By dint of hard

stndy, theory after theory was mastered, and

then we began to feel the want of a standard by

which to test medical opinions. Taking the defi

nition as our guide, that " true theory is calcula

tion applied to common sense," a system of phys

iology was at last matured, which I will now ex

plain, premising that on a good understanding of

it will depend the interest in the after part of

this series.
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Life Power.—Some years since I saw at a

pyrotechnic exhibition a complicated piece of

firework. Its beginning was very insignificant,

but as the flame coursed along it presented the

most glorious shapes and colors, until its ending

was inconceiveably beautiful. It emblematized

: the Life Power of our bodies. This power is
■ enclosed at first in a little bag ofjelly, but excited

to action by surrounding stimulus, it takes this

jelly and forms from it all the apparatus of

organized bodies, strangely enough enlarging it

self as its habitation increases in size.

Some Properties of tde Life Power.—As

this power exhibits in the animal kingdom 6ix

different sets ofphenomena, to each set or property

a name is given. Sympathy and sensibility want

ing a nervous system through which to work, are

consequently deficient in the Life Power of the

vegetable kingdom, whichhas but five properties.

Excitability, or that property that can be acted

upon by external agents, and in turn act upon its

fellows, is the mainspring of the whole. Thus

the Life Power of the seed, encased in its envelope

and buried in the ground, might lie there forever,

were it not that the warmth and moisture pro

duce their effect upon excitability, which fully

roused, controls the other properties ; the nutri

tious matter of the seed is soon exhausted, and

recourse is had to the elements of air and water ;

from these the organic structure steadily and

rapidly rises, until its point of perfection is

gained; there it is forced to stop, for the Life

Power can no more go beyond the type origin

ally impressed upon it, than the firework could

make a wheel when arranged for a square. It

is owing to this law that turnips and roses, and

poisonous plants, will grow in the same plot of

ground and from the same stem, yet never

change the one into the other.

Human Life Power.—From what has been

said it will at once be perceived that the life

power of the human body is exactly the shape of

that body ; that the bread and butter, and coffee

and meat we eat, though the materials of which

the organs are formed, do not in themselves form

these organs, but are merely passive agents in the

process. The matter forms a suit of clothes for

the soul, and when death or a separation of both

takes place, an immaterial form remains instinct

with life and activity, and freed from its encum

brance of clay.
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Bones of the Body.—There are in the body

some two hundred and forty-eight distinct bones

to form the framework of the house of the soul.

At proper places, elaborate joints and hinges are

formed with the most consummate wisdom, so

that the whole may be as light and moveable

and strong as is consistent with the materials.

(Cut of the bony skeleton.)

Muscles of the Bodt.—Attached to these

bones, for the purpose of moving them, are some

five hundred distinct muscles. The muscle is that

part of an animal we call the lean meat. They

are joined to the bones by means of cords and

tendons. (Cut of ' muscular skeleton and also of

the arm, snowing how muscles raise weights.)

Nerves of the Hodv.—To control the muscles

and not only render them subject to the will, but

also for the purpose of receiving messages from

the outer world, a system of nerves is introduced

to the body ; and it is owing to this system that

the attribute of sympathy is possessed by animals.

Sympathy is of three kinds—contiguous, continu

ous, and remote. Contiguous sympathy is that

when the parts adjacent to each other are affected

by disease ; continuous sympathy is that when it

spreads over the same surfaces ; and remote

when its impression is sent to the brain, and from

that organ, by means of the nerves, is radiated to

every part of the system. Contiguous sympathy

is exemplified where portions of the bowels touch

each other, and thus become affected in disease ;

it is probably remote sympathy on a smaller

scale, produced by means of the ganglions of the

great organic nerve acting as brains, and radi

ating in a confined space the impressions sent to

them. Continuous sympathy is shown in dis

eases of the bowels, skin, <fcc., such as dysentery

and erysipelas. Remote sympathy is shown

when cantliarides are taken in the stomach, and

act on the neck of the bladder.

Nervous System.—The nervous system is com

posed of two kinds of matter, white and gray.

The white forms the nerves, and is used alone in

communicating and receiving impressions ; it al

ways ends in gray matter, the masses of which

are called ganglions. The nerves of the lower

extremities run into the spinal marrow at its

commencement in the lower portion of the back

bone. From that point, two planes of grey mat

ter run upward ; these planes are the ganglions

of sensation and motion, and the nerves that con

vey each set of messages respectively run into

them. (Cut of nerve, showing motion and sensa

tion). At the upper part of the spinal marrow,

a third ganglion is added to superintend respira

tion ; still farther the ganglions of the special

senses ; and at the termination is the commence

ment of the great hemispherical ganglions, al

lowed by all to be the seat of the understanding.

(Cut of the back bone and spinal marrow, also

of the side view of the brains. )

To superintend the nutritive system ofthe body,

a special set of ganglions or little brains, with their*

corresponding nerves, is added ; this set begins in

the orbit of the eye, and terminates beyond the ex

treme end of the back bone. To make one por

tion in harmony with another, the great organic

nerve frequently communicates with the general

system or voluntary nerves ; the points of con

nection are called plexuses. (Cut of the gangli

onic nerve). In consequence of this second sys

tem of nerves, we are freed from all care in rela

tion to digestion, beating of the heart and arteries,

return of blood through the veins, respiration,

and the other actions of organic life.

The Skin and its Offices.—The skin or cuti

cle is a mucous membrane lining all surfaces of

the organism exposed to the action of air ; the

same sheet being expanded to cover the external

body, lungs, intestines, bladder, Ac., <tc. When

diseased, therefore, even when there was no other

influence at work than continuous sympathy, the

entire system would soon partake of disease. The

kidneys at times do the work of the skin, and vice

versa. In the exanthematous diseases, as small

pox and scarlet fever, the eruption covers the

surface of the bowels as well as the outer skin ;

a fact that should make us careful of severe

purging.

Ntaoes of Dioestion.—When food is taken into

the mouth, the first act of digestion is performed

by its mixture with the fluid secreted by the sali

vary glunds stationed arouud the mouth ; the or

ganic nerve sending out its commands that the

spittle should be thus poured out. Thus moist

ened, it passes down the gullet (irsophagus) into

the stomach, (Cut) where another command se

cures a flow of gastric juices (so named from the

Greek word for stomach), (Cut here of stomach)

which changes into chyme. The chyme passes

through the pyloric orifice by the muscular con

traction of the stomach, and by a similar emana

tion as before from the great nerve, the tube

which is formed by the union of two ducts com

ing from the liver and sweet-breads (pancreas);

(Cut of liver and pancreas) pours out upon the

chyme its combined fluid, the effect of which is to

change it into two substances, chyle (milk) and

excrementitious matter to be thrown off. Mil

lions of little leech like tubes called lacteal*, or

milk-carriers, suck up the chyle and carry it to

the mesenteric glands for furdier elaboration ;

passing these, it is carried to the chest-pipe or

thoracic duct, and conducted to the subclavian vein

to mix with returned venous blood. It now

passes into the upper cavity or auricle of the

right heart (Cut of heart), from whence it is

thrown into the right ventricle, from thence into

the pulmonary artery, (Cut of arteries), which

carries it to the lungs ; it there throws out what

ever deleterious ingredients that remain in it, re

ceives oxygen from the atmosphere, and of a red

color, and perfectly pure, is carried to the left

heart, entering its auricle, then descending to the

ventricle, and from it passing into the aorta to be

carried to every part of the system for purposes

of nutrition. 1 he arteries continually subdivide,

until they become immeasurably smaller than

hairs, each of the minute tubes at length termi

nating in a little bladder, which has three open

ings : one, by which the artery enters to carry its

drop of pure blood, composed of IS elements ;
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another, by which the absorbent, after selecting

what it requires of these elements, (Sherwood's

Cut) and combining them to carry off its secretion ;

and a third opening, appropriated to the orifice of

a vein which sucks up the residue that is not

wanted, and carries it off, to be finally brought

hack to the heart, mixed with elaborated chyle,

and the compound again passed through the

lungs for purification, to be pumped through the

system.

Glands axd their Apparatus.—Special agents

of the life power are stationed at various points

to secrete peculiar fluids from the blood. These

agents having a greater or less number of

little bladders at their command, according to

their importance, are called glands (cut of a

gland). From the artery that leads to them they

prepare the desired fluid, which they store up,

ready at any command from the organic nerve to

send forth. Thus the lachrymal gland secretes

tears ; the salivary gland, saliva ; the sweet

breads, the pancreatic juice ; and the liver, bile ;

the last compounding its secretion from venous

blood.

Nervous Fluid.—The gray matter of the brain

secretes from the blood the nervous fluid or ani

mal spirits. It is this fluid that courses the white

matter of the nerves, and acts upon the muscular

fibre, causing it to contract and thus obey the

commands of the will. Every movement thus

made in the body consumes a portion of this

fluid. By sending commands to a particular set

of muscles, the nervous fluid of that part becomes

exhausted, and we are forced to rest, not to allow

the muscles to gain strength, but that we may re

plenish our supply of animal spirits. It is in this

way that remote sympathy operates. The nerves

from an affected part bring such news as to alter

the entire nervous secretion of the brain, aud

this, radiated upon every part of the body induces

corresponding action, as all the glands are

under the control of nerves and work as they

direct The brain, though constantly busy, cannot

elaborate enough in general cases to supply the

demand. After a time the whole stock is used

up ; the muscles refuse to obey us ; the eye can

not see, the ear hear, as these wires (nerves) are

not charged with magnetism; we become drowsy,

and pass into the state of slumber, and while thus

inactive, accumulate a plentiful supply of the

needed article.

Physiology asd Pathology.—When the body

is surrounded by proper influences, as a fine at

mosphere, good air, Ac, its excitability is acted

upon in such a manner as to induce health ; and

the study of it in this state is called physiology.

But excitability is equally susceptible of un

healthy stimuli, and the study of the system in

that condition is termed pathology ; and it is with

this last that we have unfortunately most to do,

and to illustrate which our series was written.

Disease.—Acted upon by morbific agents, excit

ability, having no power of withstanding their influ

ences, sinks under it ; and were there no other at

tribute than those we have considered belonging

theo powerful, ietschexposure would in every in

stance terminate in death. How then, living in

a world such as this, do we continue to exist !

The answer shows the infinite Wisdom that

planned and formed our immaterial nature.

Vis Medicatrix Naturae —Thousands of years

ago it was perceived by the older physicians,

many of whom were keen observers, that there

was a power in our system that resisted disease,

and repaired its ravages, and they gave it the

name which forms the caption to this article. This

principle is never brought into action except when

its agency is necessary to save the organism, and

consequently is not at all perceived in physiologi

cal investigation. It is the rock on whicn all medi

cal science is based. By a few familiar illustra

tions we will explain its mode of operation. Most

of us have gone out in winter, at times, without

gloves, and been thus exposed to the action of

severe cold ; more especially when driving. At

first the hands feel very uncomfortable and get

benumbed ; but in ordinary cases, in a little while

a glow comes over them, and they become warm

and remain so. The cold, acting on excitability,

depresses the life power, until the spring was

touched that roused into activity the Vis Medica

trix. which, thus alarmed, brought back the glow,

immediately retiring when its work was finished.

Many of our animals, as a writer has observed,

too tender to endure the severity of a northern

winter, wing their way on its approach to the

sunny regions of the south, and find in tropical

climates a temporary asylum. But there are

others which have no means of leaving winter

behind them, and what is the resource ? It is a

peculiar state of lethargy which comes on as the

cold increases, and continues until the opening of

spring and sunshine. This state of hybernation,

as it is called, resembles that of profound sleep,

except that the trance is deeper, the breathing

nearly ceasing, ond the bodily temperature re

duced nearly to that of the atmosphere. If such an

animal is taken from its obscure retreat and sur

rounded by a freezing mixture, it will, after a time,

rouse into activity— its? eye as bright, its pulse

as fast, its breathing as rapid, and its tempera

ture as high, as in the midst of summer. Expo

sure to the atmosphere will again make it torpid.

All fevers are preceded by a chill, owing to the

depressing influence of the miasma upon excita -

bility, and sinking ensues, till, as in the case of

the exposed hand and dormouse, the Vis Medi

catrix is necessitated to act, fever succeeds, and

the ensuing perspiration finishes the cure. Wbere-

ever in the history of Medicine this principle has

been lost sight of, the science has sunk and its

lustre paled; it becoming the bane instead of

the hope of mankind.

Origin of Medicine —Thus furnished with a

standard by which to judge of the truth and use

fulness of the views propounded by the learned

and celebrated stars of the medical firmament,

we will proceed to te3t the value of their light,

commencing with the origin of the science, for

which purpose we will glance at the Healing Art

as practiced in later times among savage nations,

presuming all beginnings to be somewhat alike,
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and that the ancestors of Esculapius did not vary :

much in their treatment from barbarians of a

later date. As practical benefit is our object, I

we will not unnecessarily encumber the page, and

therefore our worthies will be only those who in

fluence the opinions of their day.

TOBACCO:

ITS ACTION LTON THE HEALTH, AND ITS INFLUENCE

DPON THE MORALS ANO INTELLIGENCE OF MAN.

By B. BOUSSIRON.

Translated from the Fnurlh French F.dition, villi \otcs and
Additions, ly Nicholas T. ^orsby, M. D.

[Contiaoed fiom the February No.]

Ramazini, says M. Merat, advises the laborers

in these factories, to protect themselves ne much

as possible from the injurious effect* of this plant,

to avoid the dust by covering their moutln and

noses with fine gauze, to breathe fresh air as often

as possible, to wash their faces with fresh cold

water, their mouths w ith vinegar, and drink vine

gar and water, for nothing is more effectual, says

he, to detach and carry down the acrid particles

adhering to the mouth anil oesophagus ; to drink,

also, emollient, sweet, and emulsive drinks, etc.

etc. ; he vomits them to make them throw up by

the shortest and quickest way the dust ami urn-

bier they have swallowed, which of itself pro

vokes vomiting.

To all these details, the obstinate devotee of

the weed may reply, that one after a while be

comes accustomed to these noxious emanations,

or at least, is lees susceptible to their injurious

effects ; for, say they, the old laborers are now

scarcely ever tormented by them.

It is truly grievous that, to sustain his asser

tion, he is obliged to use a word which we have

taken the trouble to underline ; for he gives us

the right to use that adverb as a mallet to break

all of his arguments.

In a word, if the old laborers are scarcely ever

tormented by these noxious emanations, does it

follow that they never will be n gain, as long as

they are surrounded by that poisonous air and

dust, which presses upon their brains like an at

mosphere of lead !

Not at all !

If we had not already sketched the picture of

their sufferings, and if the frame of this work wns

sufficiently large to transcribe in it till the heavy

and secret pains that destroy the lives of these

men, what insurmountable objections should we

not adduce to oppose to the reply that he made !

"The old laborers arc now scarcely erer tormented

by them."

Remember now, always, that diseases do not

always manifest themselves by phenomena—

symptoms, so plain that it suffices for the most

inexperienced eye to recognize them. There are

poisons which, given in certain doses, and in cer

tain forms, will kill as dead as if we were struck

with lightning. Take now the same dose of this

same medicino ; but, before, study its action, as

you have been so murderous, divide it into fiftieths

and in hundredths of grains ; then, if you wish to

establish upon yourself a scale of comparison,

take it into your stomach in the least possible

form ; take it daily, being careful to augment

gradually the dose, and at the end of two or three

months, you will be able to support a dose of

poison, that, taken all at once before commencing

its use, woultl kill you instantaneously.

Let us go a little further. In graduating thus

the doses of this substance, that bears death with

it, when we take not the wise precaution to divide

its force, and neutralize its effects, you may, per

haps, have experienced no ill effects from it ; but

put yourself every day, for six months, or a year,

under the influence of the same preparation, and

the time will come, be well assured, when your

health, though good in appearance, will suffer

seriously, and without your perceiving the hurt

ful blows that you have directed against it.

For our part, we know a certain Professor of

the school of Medicine at Paris, who, to cure him

self of a violent pastralgia (nervous affection of

the stomach), concluded to resort to opium, with

the flattering hope of soon relieving himself of the

cruel affection to which he had been subject for

several years.

As you may suppose, he commenced by taking

very small doses of the remedy ; they did not

produce any sensible amelioration in his health ;

lie augmented gradually, daily, the dose; but,

from dose to doi-e, it happened that the remedy

became more insupportable than the disease it

self. Thus, after being uselessly narcotized for

some months, he decided to abandon the opium,

and seek relief from means less dangerous.

To resume these general considerations, and

before commencing the second part of this book,

where we shall give the history of some of the

diseases of smokers, snuffers, etc . we will repeat

that the absorption of tobacco into the human

system enervates and debilitates all the tissues ;

that it stupefies above all the brain, and that

from this continued stupefaction springs very

grave and general disorders, such as the loss of

memory, the diminution of the vital forces, ma

rasmus, torpidity of the liver, bilious and nervous

complaints, dyspepsia, diarrhoea, consumption,

and those pnlsies, or tremblings, numbness and

coldness of the limbs, and a number of other dis

eases that are common to those who make an

idol of this noxious weed, so deleterious to the

constitution.

Part Second.—Of Snuffing Tobacco—Tlie Organ

of Smell—Tobacco considered as an Errhin—

Sneezing—Of the Organic Change which To

bacco occasions in the Nose—Nasal Catarrh,

Coryza, Cold of the Head— Ozena — Fistula

iMchrymalis—Polypus of the Nose—Cancer of

the Nose—The Consequences of the General

Perturbation of Sneezing— Of the Pipe, Cigar

and Cigarette—Anatomy and Physiology of the

Mouth — The Sense of Taste— Mastication—

Tobacco considered as a Masticatory—Of Smok

ing Tobaeco—The Diseases of Smokers—Notes
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by the Translator—Of Chncing Tobacco—Of

Dipping and Rubbing the Teeth with Snuff.

Gentle reader, if you have perused our pages

so far, you will perceive, we have considered to

bacco in relation to the physiological and toxico-

logical phenomena which manifest themselves in

those who use and abuse it. But its injurious

action does not stop there

It is evident, indeed, that if this plant has suf

ficient power to modify the intelligence, the sen

sibility, and volition lo the degree to occasion in

them disorders more or less serious, it must neces

sarily leave traces of its passage upon the parts

with which it comes in immediate and almost

continued contact.

Of course, a plant so savor;/ should be present

ed to its numerous consumers in many different

forms, to suit all their ditferent tastes.

Such is the fact, tobacco is introduced into the

nose in the form of powder, by snuffing ; into the

mouth, in powder by dipping, and in leaves by

chewing ; and more frequently, in fumes by smok

ing. It remains now to study its irritating action

in the nose, and then in the mouth.

THE ORGAN OF SMELL.

With most people the nose is nothing more

than that triangular and pyramidal projection

situated in the middle of the face, between the

eyes.and mouth, without their doubting the least

in the world, the beauty and delicacy of the tex

ture which lines its interior.

Before commencing the study of the organic

changes that tobacco occasions in the system, and

noses of snuffers, we deem it our duty to cast a

rapid coup rfceil upon the organization and physi

ological condition, or state, of the part upon which

it exercises so powerful an action.

Perhaps it may not be inappropriate to re

mark, that we sh ill be well paid for the labor

th.it writing this book cost us, if, after having

sketched this short anatomical picture, we should

see some snutt'-Ts renounce their detestable

habit, in just fear of what we shall be able to in

spire them , of destroying one of the five senses

which procures us the sweetest and most agree

able sensations, except, understand me, that of

the powder which we are now combating.

The nostrils are the two cavities of the nose,

hollowed out of the thickness of the face, which

extend backward and terminate in other cavities

called frontal sinuses, 4c , 4c.

A mucous membrane, quite thick and always

humid, in the tissue "f which the olfactory nerves,

as well as a great number of other nerves and

blood-vessels are spread, line their interior sur

face, and is prolonged in the sinuses which joins

them, and covers the projections and depressions

of their walls. This soft and spongy membrane,

called pituitary, when healthy, secretes mucus.

We should have added, the eyes communicate

with the nostrils by the aid of two canals which

conduct in them constantly, a part of the tears

which have served to moisten the eyeballs.

We should not omit to state, that the nasal

! fossas, or nostrils, communicate by sympathy

with the brain and stomach, 4c, 4c. ; and that

; they are the special seat of the sense of smell,

the uses of which are to inform us immediately

of the odoriferous particles suspended in the at

mosphere, from which information two secondary

properties are deduced, viz. :—

1st. To watch the qualities of the air ; and,

2nd. To control the quality of certain aliments.

Indeed, one would suppose that the sense of

smell procured man too many joys for him to

make it a sport to abuse it

Man derives great pleasure at first in smelling

j the enervating perfume which the chalice of

i sweet and beautiful flowers exhale ; then, he

happens, by degrees, to love the odor of certain

emanations which the dirtiest animal refuses to

smell. A most astonishing creature is man!

TOBACCO CONSIDERED AS AN EUEHIN.*

Of all errhins, the plant about which we are

engaged is the most used.

It was in the form of powder that tobacco was

first employed in France ; butat first, as a medi

cine ; the physicians advised King Charles IX.

to use it as a remedy for the headache, to which

he was subject.

Very soon after, snuffing was used, not to com

bat the headache, toothache, 4c, 4c, but to pro

cure a sensation, or for irritation.

During the reign of Louis XIV., it became

fashionable, to the degree, to be besmeared

with it.

Voltaire, in his Dictionnaire Philosophique,

(toine vii. p. 200), says, that the small folks in

France, having commenced to suuff, it was at first

considered indecent for women to do so.

This is why Boileau thus expresses himself in

the Batire of women :

" Kt fait a sw amantfl, trop faibles d'estomac,
KetloutLT Kt baiters, pleins (Tail et de tabac."

If, at present, snuff is more than ever enthroned

in our domestic manners, w e shall not need poets

as much inspired as the songster Lutrin, to cast

blame and ridicule upon the custom. As a proof

of it, listen to II. Iiarthelcmy, who, in uniting the

waves of poetry with the blue and light clouds

that escape from the pipe and the cigar, could not

refrain from stigmatizing with his rapturous sat

ire all the old and young noses stuffed withsnuft

" Lc priseur, au contraire, offre dans tout son etre

Certain je ne sais quoi, qu'on ne peut meconnaitre

Son galbe est ridicule, ct son uiaintien chetif ;

Des qu'il porte la main vers le siege olfactif,

La tote vers la tcrrc obliquement s'ineliue,

II c tire la face ct pince la narine ;

i 11 a bean corrigcr scs gestes maladroit*,

Arrondir lo puignet cn allongcant ses doigts,

tiuelques scins qu'il se donnc, il no pcut Be defendre,

D'un air patriarcal qui friao le Cassaudre.

Eh ! comment ne pas rirc, ii voir le denouruent

Dc safatalc prise, outre Pctcrnument 1

* Errhin, in medical language, is a substance applied to.
the mncons membrane of the nostrils to increase iu secretion.
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Commc le Btimulant qu'il porta k cet organc,

Contraint a suinter sa muqueuse membrane,

Tantot une topaie, effroi uu lingo blanc,

Au bout du cartilage ctincello cn tromblant ;

Tantot ello onvabit la gouttiere nasnlo,

Et glisse vera la bouche en peute verticale ;

A moins que presents d'une assez promote main,

Le madras a carreaux no l'cponge en chemm."

Well, Messrs. Snuffers, and above all. Madam

Snuffers, what think you of this portrait ? Do

you think Boileau could have done better, and

has not this poetical daguerreotype of the refined

custom of snuffing stereotyped you well ?

But if poetry makes you blush to such a degree

as to cause you to sneeze with vexation, science

in turn will give you some severe brushes before

we complete the picture in which your ridiculous

grimaces have been so well delineated.

(To be continued.)

REM3FTYSIS, OR PULMONARY HEMOR

RHAGE.

BY 8. ROGERS, M. D.

Bleeding from the lungs is, in the public mind,

ao intimately associated with pulmonary disease,

that the physician is generally obliged to direct

his energies as much against the effects of fright

as the actual danger from the hemorrhage. It is

erroneous to suppose that because blood some

times oozes into the air-passages of the lungs,

consumption must of necessity follow. On the

contrary, most eminent medical nuthors tell us

that pulmonary hemorrhage is only a curative

effort of Nature to relieve the morbid congestion

of the lungs. This doctrine is no doubt true, and

in cases where the consumptive tendency is not

strongly marked, it is not uncommon for bleeding

to occur, and repeatedly, too, without serious re- 1

Hilts to the patient.

Dr. Elliotson, an eminent medical author of

much experience, says : "If a person spit blood,

he should avoid everything which causes an irri

tation of the chest ; but he ought not to condemn

himself ; for I have known persons spit a con

siderable quantity again and again, and yet after

ward do perfectly well."

I would not, however, wish to convey the idea

that hemoptysis is always so slight in its effects

as to be unworthy attention; but believe it al

ways indicates something wrong in the system.

This wrong varies in degree, from the simple con

gestion of the lungs produced by a common cold,

to the fatal ulceration of blood-vessels in the last

stage of pulmonary disease.

The popular belief that hemorrhage is caused

by the rupture of blood vessels is unfounded, ex

cept as it sometimes occurs in ulceration of the

lungs "The blood," says Professor Sweetser,

" is effused from the pores of the mucous or lining

membrane of the air-passages, independent of

any rupture, in the same manner as it sometimes

oozes from the gums, eyes, skin, and other parts,

in scurvy, the last stage of low fever, Ac."

Immediate death from loss of blood, except in

the last stage of consumption, or in great debility

I from other disease, need scarcely ever be appre

hended.

Pulmonary hemorrhage may occur in the

strongest constitutions, but oftener it is to be

found with those of a scrofulous taint. The ex

citing causes are various. Anything which cre

ates unequal circulation or sends an undue quan

tity of blood to the lungs may produce it. Long

exposure to cold dry winds, undue physical exer

tions, blowing upon wind instruments when it

causes pain or oppression of the chest, sudden

fright, ordinary colds, suppression of the menses,

or other habitual discharges, entering heated

rooms after rapidly walking in the cold air, etc.,

etc.

The Bymptoms which generally precede hemor

rhage nre, a-sense of oppression about the chest,

desire for fresh nir, sensation of heat under the

breast bone, lassitude, coldness of the extremities,

shivering, and sometimes constriction and pale

ness of the skin. But these symptoms do not al

ways occur, or if so, they may be so slight as to

escape the notice of the patient. Again, different

symptoms may precede a flow of blood, as gene

ral feverishness, accompanied by a strong and

frequent pulse, headache, and acute pain in the

chest

The blood discharged varies in quantity from a

single mouthful to a tea-cupful, or more. It is

usually frothy, and of a bright red color, though

not necessarily so. Sometimes it is quite dark. i

It is generally thrown up by coughing slightly,

and is occasionally attended with a little strangu

lation.

I cannot better illustrate the treatment of pul

monary hemorrhage than by describing the man

agement of a case which came under the care of

Dr Shew and myself a little more than one year

ago, which was as follows:

A young lady, aged about 20, slender form,

small, flat chest, and large, active brain. She

was considerably debilitated by sedentary habits

and too frequent flow of the menses. At the

period of the hemorrhage she had been suffering

two or three days with influenza. The quantity

of blood emitted was not copious, but the patient

was considerably prostrated. She had ordered

the application of cold water to her chest, and the

bleeding had ceased before I saw her. The

febrile symptoms and cough, which before were

quite severe, entirely subsided, the pulse feeble,

extremities cold, and the general surface cold and

moist.

The treatment of this case was antiphlogistic

but quite different from the common mode. Cool

fresh air was freely admitted into the apartment.

Sipping ofcold water encouraged, cold compresses

applied to the chest, and often changed, extremi

ties thoroughly rubbed with warm hands, nnd

then wrapped in warm flannels. Within a few

hours the circulation was equalized.

On the second day after the hemorrhage there

was a slight return of the cough and headache,

and some menstrual discharge, though it was but

two weeks since this had occurred. In addition

to the former treatment, the patient was washed
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irith towels or sponge^ without removing the bed-

clothing, cooling compress applied to the head,

and one also over the region of the uterus. The

effect of these was satisfactory.

At the suggestion of Dr. Shew the patient sat

np awhile, and was refreshed by the change.

This practice is entirely contrary to the received

opinion of nearly all medical men ; but Dr. Shew

has demonstrated in the treatment of numbers of

cases that it is unattended by danger. Besides

affording much more comfort to the patient, the

change of position promotes the natural action of

all the bodily functions, the strength improves

faster ; hence the danger of pulmonary disease is

lessened.

This young lady gradually improved in health

and strength, though she was not allowed to par

take of food for two or three days, and then com

menced very sparingly upon coarse bread and

ripe apples.

Her exercise during the first two weeks was of

i passive nature; mostly riding, although she

ralked some. As she became stronger and was

able to take much exercise by walking in the

open air, the treatment consisted of dripping

sheets in the morning, one sitting bath of five

minutes before dinner, and another toward even

ing, and wet bandage about the chest at night.

It is now over a year since this hfemorrhage

occurred, and the young lady has been in good

health, except on one or two occasions, when she

over-fatigued herself, both physically and men

tally ; pain in the chest returned, and she seemed

threatened with another haemorrhage, but by

proper care and recreation, matters were soon set

right again.

" But what," asks the reader, " are we to do in

verv severe cases of haemorrhage when there is no

Ehysician at hand ?" In the first place, remem-

er that pulmonary haemorrhage very seldom re

sults fatally ; therefore do not be frightened to

death. In most cases, before the life of the pa

tient is endangered by loss of blood, the action of

the heart nearly ceases, fainting ensues, and the

blood Btops flowing. This is a beautiful provision

of nature, and many lives have been saved through

the changes which occur during this partial sus

pense of the heart's action.

In answer to the above question I cannot do

better than to quote a few paragraphs from Dr.

Sbew's excellent treatise on consumption, which,

by the way, is the best popular work upon this

formidable disease, and should be in the posses

sion of every family.

" The parts of treatment," says Dr. Shew, " in

severe hemorrhage from the lungs, may be stated

like the following :

■ 1. To make cold applications to the chest by

means of cloths wet in cold water, or by pounded

ioe or mow in their season, so as effectually to

cool the mass of the circulation.

" 2. To practice wet friction over the general

system.
" 3. To take frequently small quantities of wa

ter intemaliy, and even pieces of ice where this is

desired.

" 4. To coo' the back of the head, the neck, and

spine, generally ; and,

" 5. To keep the feet in warm water, and make

other warm applications to them when neces

sary."

CHEMICAL ANALYSIS.

Experience had long taught the Scotch that

oats, such as they grow in their climate, are a

most nutritious food; but the habits of the more

influential English, and the ridicule of a preju

diced lexicographer, were beginning to make

them ashamed of their national diet. Chemistry

has here stepped in, and by her analysis of both,

has proved not only that the oat is richer in mus

cle-forming matter than the grain of wheat, but

that oatmeal is in all respects a better form of

nourishment than the finest wheaten flour. But

what is more, chemistry has brought us acquaint

ed with the value of parts of the grain formerly

considered almost as waste. The husk or bran

of wheat, for example, though given at times to

pigs, to millers' horses, and other cattle, was

usually thought to possess but little nutritive

virtue in itself. Analysis, however, has shown it

to be actually richer in muscular matter than

the white interior of the grain. Thus the cause

of its answering bo well as food for cattle is ex

plained ; and it is shown that its use in bread

(whole-meal bread) must be no less nutritive

than economical. The true value of other kinds

of food is also established by these inquiries.

Cabbage is a crop which, up to the present time,

has not been a general favorite in this country,

either in the stall or for the table, except during

early spring and summer. In North Germany

and Scandinavia, however, it appears to have

been long esteemed, and various modes of storing

it for winter use have been very generally prac

ticed. But the cabbage is one of the plants which

has been chemically examined, in consequence of

the failure of the potato, with the view of intro

ducing it into general use, and the result of the

examination is both interesting and unexpected.

When dried so as to bring it into a state in which

it can be compared with our other kinds of food

(wheat, oats, beans, dec.), it is found to be richer

in mutcular matter than any other crop toe grow.

Wheat contains only about 12 per cent., and beans

25 per cent ; but dried cabbage contains from 30

to -10 per cent, of the so-called protein compounds.

According to our present views, therefore, it is

pre eminently nourishing. Hence, if it can but

be made generally agreeable to the palate, and

easy of digestion, it is likely to prove the best

and. easiest cultivated substitute for the potato ;

and no doubt the Irish kolcannon (cabbage and

potatoes beat together) derives part of its repu

tation from the great muscle-sustaining power of

the cabbage—a property in which the potato is

most deficient Further, it is of interest—of na

tional importance, we may say—that an acre of

ordinary land will, according to the above result,

produce a greater weight of this special kind of

nourishment in the form of cabbage than in the

form of any other crop. Thus twenty tons ofcab
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bage—and good land will produce, in good hands,

forty tons of drum-head cabbage on an imperial

acre—contain fifteen hundred pounds of muscular

matter; while twenty-five bushels of beans con

tain only four hundred pounds ; as many of wheat

only two hundred, twelve tons of potatoes only

five hundred and fifty, and even thirty tons of

turnips only a thousand pounds. The preference

which some farmers have long given to this crop, j

as food for their 6tock and their milk cows, is hc

counted for by these facts ; while of course they

powerfully recommend its more general cultiva

tion as food for man. Again :—In many parts of

our island furze or gorse grows up an unheeded

weed, and luxuriates in favorable spots without

being applied to any useful purpose. In other .

districts, however, it is already an object of val-»

uable though easy culture, and large breadths of

It are grown for the feeding of stock, and yield

profitable returns. Chemical researches show its

nutritive property to be very great. Of muscle-

building materials it contains, when dry, as much

as 80 per cent., and is therefore in this respect

superior to beans, and inferior only to the cab

bage. Under these circumstances, we can no

longer doubt the conclusions at which some ex

perimental feeders had previously arrived, nor the

advantage which might be obtained from the ;

more extensive cultivation of gorse on many poor

and hitherto almost neglected soils

OHTHOPATHY.

bt na. wx, A. ALCOTT.

Case I.—Ten years ago. C R- , of

Dedham, Mass., was confined to her bed, and

regularly attended by a physician. She had lain

for years on the same bed ; had long ago given

up all hope of living long ; and had even called

in her minister and the neighbors many times, to

gee her expire.

The nature and character of her diseases—for

they were many, and might almost have been

called "Legion''—I will not now attempt to de

tail. Suffice it to say that there was so much

actual destruction of parts of the system, as

left no hope in the mind of any medical man who

attended her, that should she sur ivc a little

time longer she could ever be well Indeed, she

was only maintaining a tempo ary respite from

death, by means of morphine jnd other powerful

medicines.

I had often visited her; but it was only to

hold a little religious conversation with her, or to

pray over her dying bed. For had I entertained

hope of her recovery, in any possible circumstan

ces in which she might be placed, I should not

have attempted the almost hopeless task of less

ening her confidence in medicine and physician.

Her attendant was my personal friend, and in

many respects a gentleman and a Christian.

However, she had heard of my books, and in

her most comfortable moments had read some of

them, especially try thoughts on Bathing, and on

Pure Air. Ana before I knew that she had even

read a word on the subject, she had begun to

demand daily ventilation, and sometimes spong

ing of the arms, chest, A-c, with cold water.

At length her physician sickened and died. ■

One day when 1 called to see her, and spoke of

her bereavement, she made known her want of

confidence in his treatment, and her increasing

regard for my own views. She was poor, and so

were her parents. I now ventured, in modesty,

to become her physician, if she would comply

with one condition, and only one ; which was to

follow, implicitly, my directions. Indigent as

she was, and without confidence in anybody else,

she gladly accepted my proposal.

My first object was to increase her faith in

law—the physical law in particular—for with

moral law she had long been acquainted. It was

time enough, 1 thought, to take away the props

on which she had so long leaned, when a substi

tute was provided, which was acceptable to her

and her friends.

But it was not necessary to wait long. Besides,

the costiveness and other terrible consequences of

her medicine could not much longer be neglected,

and by a preparatory conversation I found a

greater readiness to go forward than I had ex

pected. There were difficulties, and it required

time, but she was at length emancipated.

After some time she began to sit up, and to

take with some degree of regularity small por

tions of food. The functions of the body began

to perform again their office ; and she began even

to talk of being placed in a carriage and moved

in the open air.

The first exercises of the kind, such was her

bodily condition, were purely passive. She could

hardly have borne her weight, nor would the ef

fort have been safe But she could sit or recline

in a chair or a carriage ; though not long at a

time. And as the season was not very favorable,

it was a long time ere much was accomplished.

However, nature, now untrammeled, was doing

her best, and was working wonders. She was

almost con-tantly under those laws on which

Orthopathy is wont to rely, and on which almost

all systems are chiefly dependent. Her skin, her

cerebral system, her stomach, her muscles—with

their numerous relations and dependencies— were

all renewed. She was also allowed the grateful

stimulus of moderate hope.

In the course of a few years she was able to

ride abroad, and even stand and walk. During

this time I was under the necessity of leaving her

to reside in another State. While I was nbsent,

and she was abroad among her friends, gaining

and yet not quite well, a medical friend persuaded

her that she would never be quite well till she

took at least one courte of his medicine. She

submitted, but she lost ground by it. Discover

ing her mistake, however, she returned to na

ture's path, and was again on " the king's high

road."

Three or four years ago, on my return to Mas

sachusetts, I went to Dedham and inquired for

Miss R . Judge of my surprise when I

found her employed in one of the families there

at house-work. She was not as able-bodied as
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i persons of the same age, yet was she able

to perform a great deal of valuable labor.

Subsequently to this, she becanio the head of

a household. I hare not heard from her for about

two year?. She is, no doubt, still living: but it

is not to be supposed the can ever enjoy the most

perfect health. As things are, her restoration to

society falls little siiort of miraculous. It shows,

at the least, what nature, as a dernier resort, can

accomplish, especially when relieved from the

burden of combating and removing medicine.

Case II.—P A , a girl seven or

eight years of age, was severely affected with

fever, with a strong tendency to the throat, brain,

and lungs. It was evening, and as usual in the

winter, the case appeared somewhat threatening

at that hour of the day.

An eminent hydropathic practitioner happen

ing to come in, said, " If that child were mine I

ahould place her in a tub of water, at a tempera

ture of about 70°." " It would doubtless be use

ful," I replied, "were it not quite so late in the

evening. But as things are, I think rest and

sleep, and moderate draughts of cold water at

lying down, much more strongly indicated."

She ».u accordingly put to bed ; but not in a

room where the temperature was too high, or the

air bad ; nor yet in woolen sheets, or on feathers.

She was also watched carefully and the head

kept cool, and whenever she awakened some

water was administered.

The next morning she was evidently better,

though still feverish. It required a good deal of

attention to prevent her from throwing improper

substances into her stomach during the day, and

to keep up the constant or almost constant influ

ence of moderate draughts of water. Our great

object was to keep her constantly under law—so

far as that law could be applied to her present

circumstances ; and to keep away all hinderances

and obstructions to the restorative operations of

nature. Our plan succeeded most perfectly. In

a few days she was as well as ever—indeed, it

seemed to all around as if her system was some

what renovated.

Now I do not mean to say, or even to intimate,

that the tepid bath would not have worked ad

mirably, and somewhat facilitated recovery ; and

yet I think that, after all, the other was the mere

excellent way. The most rapid recoveries are

not always the best ; but usually the worst.

" Make baste slowly," is nature's motto in most

cases ; whether the orthopathic theory, that dis

ease is a repairing process, is or is not true

Case III.—0 A .sixty years of age; gouty,

dyspeptic, and dropsical ; of irregular and some

what intemperate habits ; had the misfortune to

bruise his leg a little above the ankle. The usu

al greasy applications were, to some extent, tried,

but at length given up, from a common sense be

lief that they did no good.

The patient could not use much exercise, and

the limb soon swelled, and became somewhat in

flamed and painful. The swelling extended to

the other limb, and approached tLe body. The

ulcer became of bad character, and danger

seemed to threaten on every hand.

At this juncture, I happened to be in the

neighborhood, and was consulted. I told him

frankly of the danger, but at the same time held

out the hope of recovery, if there could be a re

turn to truth and nature. This, however, it was

almost vain to hope. The intemperance before

alluded to was an excessive use of fermented or

old cider.
A plan of action was proposed, and reduced to

writing. It was essentially as follows : Discon

tinue the use of all drinks but water ; give up all

medicine, external and internal, but tobacco;*

take good care of the skin; walk forty rods the

first day, forty-five the next, and so on ; increasing

five rods a day for the rest of the summer and

autumn. Hope was excited and urged.

The cider was abandoned, and wa'er substi

tuted. Hope was elicited and cheerfulness en

couraged. Temperance in eating was pretty

well regarded, and, I believe, that less even of

tobacco was used. In truth, nearly all the moral

anil physical laws were duly observed.

The change was begun July 13. For one

month or more, all that could be said with truth

was, that the leg was no worse. But toward tlie

end of August, and particularly in September,

the leg began to mend. In short, the man recov

ered, and lived about eleven years.

One question will now be asked with reference

to all these cases. Had medicine been given or

applied according to the former systems, and had

the patients recovered in about the same time

they now did, would not great credit have been

given both to medicine and physician ! Espe

cially had I been called as a counseling medical

man. and had I proposed some change, just at

the time when I took away or refused all medi

cine, would not the recovery have been attrib

uted, in no small degree, to my skill and expe-

! riencei
Your readers, Mr. Editor, will understand me.

i Mankind are tough, and will often recover, even

under very bad treatment. In general, when

they are medicated, they have enough left of con-

t stitution to recover in spite of the medicine ; but

tome would die medicine or no medicine, as their

day of grace was fully spent. I mean that their

cup of physical transgression was full. When

they die, they either die because they were so

far gone in transgression, or so far deranged by

length of transgression, that there was no return ;

or else they are killed by the conjoined powers

of the disease and the medicine. Some few,

however, have but little ail them, till a blun

dering physician makes up a disease by his

blunders, and finally makes room for the sexton.

Ignorance, however, usually gives the physician

credit, when we are tough enough to withstand

his attacks; and even congratulates him that he

fought so manfully, even when he destroys.

* The man wm» n tobarco cbewer, and I did not deem it
ben at the age of 60 to take away that form of solace and

Klmulu,
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ANATOMY FOR STUDENTS OF THE FINE ARTS*

[Continued from the February No *

A, Platysma myoides.

a, Sterno hyoideus.

h, Mastoideug.

B, Deltoide8.

C, Biceps brachii.

D, Pronator radii teres.

E, Supinator radii longus.

F, Flexor carpi radialis.

0, Palmaris longus.

H, Flexor carpi ulnaris.

1, Pectoralis major.

K, Obliquus descendens.

L L, Rectus.

L, Linea semilunaris.

M, Linea alba.

N, Poupart's, or Fallopius's Ligament.

0 0, Sartorius.

P, Tensor vagina femoris.

Q, Gracilis.

R, Iliacus interuus.

S, Pectinalis.

T, Triceps abductor femoris.

IT, Psoas magnus.

V, Vastus cxtermus.

W, Rectus femoris.

X, Vastus internum

T, Gastrocnemius,

p, Soleus.

Z, Tibialis anticus.

* From the London Hand Rook of Anatomy, for the nie of
Students of the Fine Arm. With nddiliua«, file, by the American
Editor. The entire work will appear in mibsequent numl er* of tlie

t volume of the Water-CYrr Journal.

 

Plate VI —Mi bclrs or tbr Froxt Fioure.

A. Platysma Mtoides.—Arises from the cellular covering of the upper part of the deltoid and pec

toral muscles ; and runs obliquely upward, along the side of the neck; inserted into the lower jaw

between its angle and the origin of the depressor anguli oris. Use.—To assist the depressor anguli

oris ; and also draws up, when the mouth is shut, the skin to which it is connected, below the lower jaw.

B. Dkltoides.—Arises from the outer part of the clavicle, from the spine and acromion of the scap

ula. It is composed of several lobes or parcels of flesh, which all join in one tendon ; and are inserted

into the outside of the humerus, four fingers' breadth below its head. Use.—To raise the arm, and as

sist it in every motion except that of depressing it.

C. Bickps.—Arises by two heads, one of which proceeds from the upper edge of the scapula ; they

both unite about the middle of the arm, and make one belly, which is inserted, by a strong, round ten

don into the tuberosity at the upper end of the radius. Use.—To bend the fore-arm.

I. PxoTOBALis.—Arises from part of the clavicle, from the Bternum, and from the 6ix upper ribs ;

atid is inserted, by a strong tendon, into the humerus, four fingers' breadth below its head. Use —

Moves the arm forward and upward toward the sternum.

K. Obliquus Descendens.—Arises from the two last true, and the five false ribs, by five or six digi-

tations, the four uppermost of which lie between the teeth of the serratus major anticus; it descends

obliquely, by a broad and very thin tendon, and, passing over the rectus, is inserted all along the

linea alba, to the upper and fore part of the spine of the ilium, and to the fore part of the os pubis.

Use.—Assists in expiration, and occasionally, in discharging the contents of the stomach and belly.

L. Rictus.—Arises from the sternum, and the two last true ribs, and is inserted into the os pubis.
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Use.—Raises the body when we lie on the back, and sustains it when bent backward. It has three

or four nervous or tendinous intersections or bands, which divide it and make it appear like several

muscles; the third of these bands is not, in every body, exactly in the same place, it being sometimes

even with the navel, and sometimes higher ; sometimes there is one of these bands below the navel.

O. Sabtobius.—Arises from the upper and fore part of the spine of the ilium, and descending

obliquely over the thigh, is inserted into the inner and upper part of the tibia, lite.—Crosses the

legs, in the manner tailors are used to sit, and hence it has its name.

P. Tensob Vagin.e Femobis.—This, covered by it, stretches the membranosus, or fascialis, which

arises from the upper and fore part of the spine of the ilium; its fleshy part terminates at the great

trochanter, where its membranous part logins ; and spreading itself over the muscles of the thigh,

passes to its insertion on the upper part of the tibia. Use.—Draws the legs and thigh outward.

Q. Gbacilis.—Arises from the os pubis, near its articulation ; and is inserted into the upper and in

ner part of the tibia. Use.—Helps to bend the leg, and assists in bringing it and the thigh inward.

T. TaicErs —Is named from having three heads; the first and second arise from near the articu

lation of the 03 pubis, and the third from the tubercle of the ischium ; they are inserted all along the

spine of the femur. Use.—Pulls the thigh inward.

V. Vastus Extebnus.—Arises from the great trochanter and external part of the femur, and is in

serted with the following muscles. Use.—Extends the leg.

W. Rectus Fkmoris —Arises from the lower part of the spine of the ilium; this and the two mus

cles V and X, just above the knee, make one strong tendon, which passes over the patella, to which

it adheres, and is inserted into the upper part of the tibia. Use.—Extends the leg.

X. Vastus Internus —Arises from the lesser trochanter and internal part of the femur, and is in

serted with the rectus femoris. Use.—Extends the leg.

When a figure stands upright, and rests on one leg. there appear above the knee certain swellings,

which are made by the tendon of the three last muscles and the skin, and which disappear when the

knee is bent.

Y. Gastrocnemius.—Has two distinct fleshy originations from the hindermost part of the two pro

tuberances of the thigh-bone ; in their descent they are dilated into two fleshy bellies, the innermost

of which is thickest and largest, and, joining together, make a broad, strong tendon, which unites with

the tendon of the soleus, and is inserted with it. Use.—Extends the foot.

CLOTHING- IN CONSUMPTION AND OTHEH DISEASES •

BY JOEL SHEW, II. D.

[Continued from the January No.]

I admit Doctor Combe's first position, name

ly, that flannel serves as a protection against cold ;

but his second position, that, by its stimulation of

the cutaneous vessels and nerves of the body, it ef

fects good, I ennnot consent to. My reason is this :

Anything which acts so continuously upon the

system as flannel worn constantly—even though

by day only^-must soon lose its etfect. If we

were to wear the flannel an hour or two at a time,

once or twice during the day, this excitation of

the surface might, I am willing to admit, accom

plish good, especially with those who are not in

the habit of bathing and keeping themselves

clean ; but to apply this process continually it

must necessarily lose its effects.

There is also another way in which flannel may

injure, and which should not be forgotten. I f a

person goes into the open air when it is cold, he

needs a certain amount of clothing; when he

passes into a warm room to remain, all will

agree, 1 think, that he needs less flannel. We are

to believe, then, that flannel, although good when

we go out, must be not only unnecessary, but

positively injurious, by its causing too great

warmth, when we are within doors.

There is yet another important practical fact

connected with a change of temperature which

should be particularly remembered by those who

have anv form of ulceration in the lungs. It is

this—too great exposure to cold, or too much

cooling of the system by any means, tends cer

tainly to hasten the process of ulceration. Any

thing, then, whether in changes of clothing, bath

ing, or climate, or any change which robs the

system of too great an amount of heat, is posi

tively detrimental in the latter stages of pulmo

nary consumption, as also in any disease whatever

where extensive ulceration exists.

The objections to which flannel is liable, stated
briefly, are as follows : •

1. It is too great an irritant to the skin, mora

especially if the article be not very fine.

2. It aggravates cutaneous eruptions, and when

these are already present it prevents their cure.

3. It causes too great heat of the immediate

| surface of the skin, thereby weakening it and ren

dering it more sensitive to the impression of wet

and cold.

4. It promotes an undue degree of perspira

tion, thereby debilitating the skin, and through it

the whole system.

The advantages of flannel are :

1 . That it affords a protection against cold.

2. That, possibly, in a very hot day, or in any

case where a person perspires much, it may be a

more agreeable article to the feelings, as when

moist or wet, it admits more air to the surface

than linen or cotton would do.

* From Conramplion ; it* Prevention and Care by the Water Treatment, By Joel Shew, M. P. Published by Fowlettfc Welk.



7G WATER-CURE JOURNAL, AND

WATER-CURE FOR WOMEN.

BY FRANK STEWAET, M. D.

The annexed case is sent for the Journal—

thinking it may prove of interest to some of the

lady readers, or some tyro in Hydropathy:—

Mrs. A., ret. 24, of a nervous, sanguine temper

ament, placed herself under my charge as pro

fessional adviser, expecting to be confined during

the fore part of January. She was, prior to her

marriage some three and a half years since, con

tinually ailing, owing to having taken repeated

doses of calomel whenever she contracted a

slight cold, which was by no means seldom, and

the remedy produced an entire derangement of

the nervous system, and made her liable to at

tacks of cold, besides causing frequent attacks of

hysteria, resembling epilepsy, which baffled the

skill of her physiciun—a gentleman by no means

ignorant, and a practitioner of the old school.

Her system was likely to be entirely broken down

by the combined ailments and the remedies em

ployed.

Being advised by a friend to forever forsake

mineral poisons and use simples.her system grad

ually recovered, and she began to improve in

health.

Some sixteen months after marriage she gave

birth to a child. Being attended by an eclectic

practitioner, and who used only the most simple

medicines, she thus was enabled to be about

soon ; but hardly had she began to use her limbs

before violent attacks of cramp occurred, which

laid her up in bed again, and which nothing ap

peared to relieve but mustard sinapisms. Just

at this juncture a friend nt her elbow suggested

a few wet packings. After some hesitation she

assented, and they were administered with wash

ingsof water at about 65°; this appeared to re

vive her entirely, and some two days after

ward she expressed the wish to go out and take

a walk, which was permitted. On returning

home she found she had walked some twenty-

four squares, which here measure over two

miles and a quarter, and yet she was not fa

tigued. This convinced her of the good effects

of water treatment. * * * *

Well, another year and a half rolled round

and she was again about to become a mother,

but during this lapse of time, she had not fol

lowed either the principles or the practice of hy

dropathy, and as the time drew near she dread

ed to go through under the water treatment,

and when the time arrived she "dodged," ta

king some warm herb teas, and resting then to let

nature perform her functions. 8ome three hours

after the pains first appeared she was cleared,

and was advised to take a nap.

That day she was bathed all over in water

at 65° or 70% and a wet bandage applied to the

abdomen, well protected from the air, so as to

produce a calming, sudorific effect, and cold wa

ter only was given her to drink until near night,

(6ome ten hours since the birth of the child)

when asking urgently for food, some water

crackers and rusk were eaten. This plan was

adopted, as she was not before to be considered

as a water patient, and we were about to begin,

at a critical period, treatment directly opposite

to that allowed in usual allopathic practice, and

customary among the old folks.

The after pains, early in the morning, were

for some half an hour very severe. The appli

cation of the wet bandage, however, appeared

to quell them until afternoon, when she had a

chill for some five minutes or more—a very se

vere one, although the room was heated to the

temperature of 67". The bandage was at once

removed ; next a jug containing hot water was

j placed to the feet, which, with the applica

tion of flannel heated, and placed on the abdo

men, produced a soothing effect, and in the course

of half an hour she felt as well as usual, with the

exception of a headache—consequent, of course,

on the chill, A wet bandage was then applied

to the head. The remainder of the day she was

free from pain almost entirely, and felt exceed

ingly hungry, continually asking for food. Some

crackera and toasted rusk were, as I before said,

then given her, which were grateful to her. She

rested well through the night. Next day the

washings were repeated, and a smaller wet ban

dage ordered in place of the former one, which

was too large. This was to be well wrung out

in cold water, and well protected from the air

by suitable coverings.

This treatment was continued—she taking only

chilled washings without getting out of bed

until the third day—when a partial wet packing

was directed, enveloping the trunk, arms, <tc, and

the lower limbs wrapped in blankets. She was

permitted to be thus for one hour, or until a

sense of heat and desire to be washed was cre

ated, when she was again washed in water now

at about 5 and permitted, as she desired it,

to get up aud be dressed. From this time she

improved daily, was down stairs eight days af

ter the birth of her child, and gradually resumed

her usual duties.

I have related this case not as a fair speci

men, if you may so term it, of what may be ac

complished by water treatment, (for this patient

only adopted Hydropathy for the time being) but

to show to some of the lady readers of the

Journal the good effect of water treatment, even

when upplied to a delicate female, and at a criti

cal period of her life. This lady was but par

tially a hydropathist ; besides, she had been used

in former years to the most severe forms of

drug treatment, and she was a good specimen

of one of those ladies we so often meet, who

are what is termed delicate ; and this is the rea

son I go so much into detail. I know full well

that my hydropathic friend, Dr. Weder of this

city, has attended many cases where, in three,

four and fitt days the ladies were enabled logo

about and use exercise freely, and not only with

no bad effects, but with the greatest possible bene

fit accruing therefrom. But these cases were
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prepared by partial and general baths, water-

drinking, &c, for the crisis.

How different from the treatment usually fol

lowed ! and as directed by what is usually

termed the " highest authorities " (?)—where fe

males are commanded to remain quiet in bed,

until at least the ninth or tenth day, and not

venture to smell the fresh air or exercise, until

the " month " has passed. The intervening

time dosing with castor oil, or calomel, and re-

Borting to frequent large bleedings for any pain

orpre- -jr.: across the lower part of the abdomen or

frei| -i'cy of the pulse, fearing the so often at

tendant puerperal fever, and the horrible and

dreaded convulsions so often the precursor of that

malady.

Here in this case, where so little was done,

using no local baths, simply washing the patient

whilst reclining on the bed, administering one

and sometimes two clysters of pure water daily,

and drinking, or imbibing if you please, as much

cold water as was grateful to her, and did not

oppress, was all that was done—a jug of hot

water, around which waB wrapped a damp cloth,

was placed at times to the feet—this embraced

all the treatment, and was sufficient for her at

least—her spirits were good, no bad forebodings—

her appetite became first-rate ; she herself was

surprised at the flow of milk consequent on the

renovation of her system by the drinking of

water and the "packings."

One kind friend visited her some six or seven

days after her confinement, and in course of

conversation remarked, (for it appeared to force

itself out) " Why, Mrs. A , I am surprised to

see you so well—how is it ? You ought to be

sick—indeed you ought." Now this lady was the

mother of five children, and had been used to

being confined to her room always during the

month at least—and she could not imagine how

it could be possible 'her young friend, so delicate

usually, could thus feel so well —and this puzzles

a good many well-meaning ladies, and will for

some time yet to come, until at least Hydropa

thic practitioners are more generally applied to.

Now why will not ladies reflect—I mean

those that are mothers, or about to become such i

Many persons believe that to wash a patient of

this kind in cold water—whew I—what, pure cold

water! (?)—awful ! I why it would kill them

Bure 1 they know it—are quite sure of it—their

physician says so—and heU a capable judge—yet

if they would only ask questions of their female

friends who are Hydropathists, and who are as

capable of telling the truth perhaps as their

professional adviser, they would learn quite a

different story and save themselves more than

half the pains—nearly all the perils, and certainly

have a " getting up " sooner, and feel better, be

happier—more hearty—have more healthy chil

dren, and make their household more happy by

the change.

Is it not worth the trial ? Surely it is worth

something to escape the needless pains of labor—

I mean those pains that frequently come on and

go again, commonly denominated false pains—

surely it is bad enough to have to bear some

pain—that which none can escape during the di

latation of the uterus—without needless prolon

gation of suffering, and perhaps an instrumental

delivery, to say nothing of the puerperal fever

caused by the malpractice of giving opium and

calomel, and then the improper use of water to

stop the flooding which rude hands so often

cause.

Now it would be advisable for all mothers not

only to be water-cure followers during parturi

tion and after, but for months previous—then the

system being under its influence they cannot

have drawbacks, and will be repaid more than

enough fur all the inconvenience they may have

been subject to. by the absence of suffering and

greatly renewed strength which always follows.

VEGETABLE DIET.

BY S. M. HOBBS.

Can a person live on a vegetable diet ? is often

asked in a most incredulous tone and manner.

We reply at once, that not only can people live

on such a system, but enjoy the very highest and

happiest state ot health. This ultra position, we

are perfectly aware, is in direct opposition to the

popular belief, and also, most strange is the fact,

to the teachings of the medical profession, which

we should naturally suppose, in view of the light

of science, observation, and experience of the

present day, would be the pioneers of a doctrine

of a correct life. Such is unfortunately not the

case. A great majority still most tenaciously

cling to the greasy and swillish flesh-pots of

Egypt, and stick out to the last for the old habits

of life, which any man with brains above a pork-

ster can see is everywhere making society a prac

tical hospital.

Can people live on a vegetable diet ? We re

peat they can, and find a degree of health never

experienced under the grossncss of an animal

regimen. Men would see this if they would open

their eyes. Facts illustrating it are in existence

in every portion of the world, and are repeated

every day.

Who docs not know that more than half the

inhabitants of this globe seldom taste of animal

food from the cradle to the grave ! Yet that such is

a fact no person of intelligence dare risk his repu

tation in denying. And the nations who thus

live are notoriously and proverbially healthy and

long-lived. They occupy, too, every variety of

climate and almost every geographical position

on the earth. None can escape these facts.

Go back into the history of nations, and what

is the condition of things? We shall find our

position fortified by an amount of evidence en

tirely overwhelming : that people, wherever

their locality, and in whatever point of time they

have lived, have been famous for superiority in

every respect, whose diet has been simply and

only a vegetable one This holds with the phi

losopher, poet, statesman, in fact through every

grade of the given people.

In our own age and time, what nations are the
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heartiest, strongest, and longest lived? Go to

the barren heights of Russia and see what a phys

ically enduring race of men and women are there !

See the almost incredible number over a century

old, and in the enjoyment of a vigor, comeliness,

and general integrity of powers, which is never

the boast of our people after forty 1 And this

almost entirely from coarse bread and water—

never any meat. Ye gourmands of the greasy

flesh-pots, can ye equal these ? Never.

Look at the Hungarians, a nation the prowess

of which is at this moment the song of the world.

See their hardihood, their prodigies of valor, their

marches, their heroic sufferings. Where is the

people can surpass their recent bodily fatigues !

And yet ninety-nine in every hundred of the Hun

garian army seldom eat an ounce of meat. Cour

age, patriotism, fortitude, strength like theirs,

binds its soul in a pint per day of oat meal and

water.

How with the Irish ! Where under the blue

and spangled firmanent shall we find a more ro

bust and physically vigorous race ? And who

does not know that the great body of the nation

live mainly on a scanty diet of potatoes i

It is the same with the Polish and Peruvian I

peasantry. More hardy races, or people who can

endure more extended fatigue, who are more

active, cheerful, kind, cannot be found. Do they

•at meat? roast beef, pork—swim in soups and

bathe in grease? Parched corn is almost their

entire food. Poor benighted ones ! they know no

better uses for the beasts of their glorious moun

tain-sides than honest service till death.

But we might go the circle of the nations, and

with similar facts to meet us. Wherever the fair

and ruddy banner of health is unfurled, there,

and there only, we see this same simple, satisfac

tory, Scriptural, common sense style of life. And

we do not see it where other systems prevail.

England, France, America, and parts of some

other nations, are the principal homes and nurse

ries of disease and death.

In our own country, wherever vegetable diet

has been adopted, it has been with the most grat

ifying results. We need look for no other issue

when the experiment has a fair and timely trial.

The belief in its superior advantages is happily

gaining ground and converts every day. No one

influence is so potent to this result as the doc

trines of Water-Cube. From Priessnitzand Orae-

fenberg to the confines of civilization, it teaches—

commands—a coarse, simple, healthy, natural,

philosophical diet.

It seems to us that nothing can sooner induce

a defection from the flesh-eating ranks, than the

demonstrated fact, that most of the meat sold

throughout our markets and from our carts is

actually dineated. Tl.is every person may know

with but little exertion. The very idea is per

fectly abhorrent and sickening, that people will

persist in devouring from day to day that which

cannot be other than full of corruption and death.

And vet it is so. Why, it is a street-day fact

that there are thousands round all our cities and

large towns, whose sole business it is to buy up

old hulks and living carcasses of animals which

have been worked and worked to within an inch

of death, and then fat them by a most cruel sys

tem of stall-feeding, till the animals themselves

are ready to take their last foul breath, when

natural death is saved by the hurried axe and

knife. And this is, to no little extent, the kind

of flesh that runs its putrifying blood through our

markets, and over which the bloated face of the

gourmand chuckles with such sensual delight.

Not only the physical but the intellectual sys

tem would thrive with far more purpose and en

ergy under a vegetable diet Whatever insures

elasticity, energy, vigor to the body, has a faith

ful reflex on the mind. This position is practi

cally acknowledged by all men of much mind,

for when anything of an intellectual task is to be

performed, the assistance of a coarse, spare veg

etable diet is put under arbitrary contribution.

Witness Newton. Shakspeare, Bacon, and fifty

others we could name.

STATE EJLE3TIC MEDIOAL CONVENTION.*

The age in which we live is pregnant with

signs of momentous interest to the philosopher,

philanthropist, and Christian. The world ia in

intense commotion ; throes of some mighty change

.ire heaving society to its very centre; as if an

earthquake with its deep murmurs were about

to announce the rupture and ruin of continents.

The impulse given to the human mind at present

far exceeds anything in former times. No one

can with certainty predict the result of such men

tal activity as is now manifested on every hand.

Reformation is in embryo in the medical as well

as in the political and religiou* world.

Many of the old school of medicine, men of

refinement and intelligence, are disgusted with

the present state of practice, and hold their art

in contempt. If the science of medicine, when

rendered practical, was of value to the human

family, or if it accomplished in a good degree its

pretended objects, such wosld not be the result.

It must, then, in a high degree, be defective in its

application to the relief of human suffering.

Many men of eminence give but little medicine,

relying mainly upon the recuperative powers of

nature. Others continue to dose, thus practically

saying that nature has but little power to relieve

herself without the aid of poison. The less num

ber of routine dosers we have, the better for the

public health.

But we are not to set down practitioners of the

old school as vile impostors, as conspirators

against the public health. We are not to say

that they design to fill their pockets at the ex

pense of the health and best interests of the pub

lic. The medical profession is as high-minded

and as truth loving as any other of the learned

professions. No class of men on the globe have

spent more time or money, or made greater sac

* Sketch of an Adilrcw delivers! at Svr&ctue. January 4Ui,
1850, by 8. O. Uleawo, M. D.
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rifices, or welcomed greater toil, or sterner trials

for the benefit of science and humanity, than the

medical profession. We owe much that is valu

able, useful, and practical to the efforts of the

profession. Ar a class of men, they have as much

learning, ornamental, philosophical, and practical,

as any other class in the world. The light of

heaven shines not on a better class of men.

But how are we to account for the numerous

drug diseases induced by the administration of

medicine ? Diseases which are admitted to be

caused by drugs and recorded as such in medical

works j What account shall be given of the

daily mischief done by drugs? What shall be

said of all the misery created, and of all the un

timely deaths induced ? The victims of medicine

are acknowledged to be numerous. How are we

to reconcile such a state of things with honorable

and just intentions ! Here we have a large class

of men, distinguished for learning and extensive

experience, confessing that their art entails more

suffering than it relieves ; that it kills more than

it cures.

How are we to account for this anomaly in hu

man conduct} The world at large has not

thought for itself: has hired its thinking done in

all departments, tc a great degree. The intel

lectually strong have been the leaders in thought

The world has blindly submitted in the practice

of medicine to its servants and professors. I

know of no way to explain the seeming want of

honesty in the profession, but to say that custom

and medical opinion has chained them to a given

course of treatment.

But the public mind becoming enlightened

upon this as well as other subjects, the profession

have been compelled to make some reform, or at

least to appear to do so in order to secure prac

tice. There is not now that uniformity of action

that used to prevail. Some are coming out and

boldly advocating medical reform. The general I

voice of the public demands reform in the treat- i

ment of disease. It must and will be had. The

demand is absolutely irresistible.

The old coloual statue of medicine is to be

broken in pieces by the hammer ofpublic opinion.

A new anil better system is to be built from the

material of which it is composed. The wants

of the age demand it, and it will surely take

place.

New thoughts, like the light of distant stars,

are bursting upon the world. Earnett and trite

men are demanded in this enterprise of benev

olence and humanity. The why, the wherefore,

and the whereunto of all our acts, will be de

manded. We are in all things called upon to

give a reason for our actions. Mind is gaining an j

ascendency over matter. Privileged classes are

not known in the medical world at present. I

Symbols of medical knowledge are of but little j

importance. The spirit and the practical take

the place of the semblance and the letter. We

earnestly hope that the reform here intended is

to be in harmony with the demand of the times.

Prejudice will doubtless raise its Hydra head ; .

protrude its forked tongne, and hits out its cant

phrase, " innovation."

But we are not to be frightened by such weap

ons from our enterprise. We will earnestly seek

for, and carry out better modes of practice in the

healing nrt. Our skill will be sought. We shall

be called to the test. The great laboratory of

public opinion we must pass through. Medical

aid and skill will always be sought, but the

weapon* are to change with which disease is to

be combated. Weapons that are less hurtful

to the constitution, and more efficacious in sub

duing disease, are to enter the field.

Notwithstanding the public are earnestly look

ing for a better way, there seems to be more or

less unwillingness to abandon old and beaten

paths. There will be clinging to time-honored

prejudices; private interests will in many cases

interfere with true inquiry. But there never

was a better, a more auspicious time, than the

present, for pushing the car of medical reform,

since conviction is forcing itself upon the public

mind in all directions, that there is much of seri

ous fault in the old school of medicine.

A host of our population will use no calomel.

They look upon it with horror ; as an enemy to

life, health, and happiness. Many will much

sooner resort to those who are not well medically

educated, rather than employ a physician who

will administer this pernicious drug. But to

command respect and secure confidence, we must

be well and thoroughly educated in all the de

partments of medical science.

So many wrecks of constitutions are to be

daily met on every hand, that the public have

become justly alarmed, and fearful as to the re

sults of medication. To see so many walking

hospitals of woe, embodied in the shape of hu

man beings, is truly a sad and pitiful sight ; phi

lanthropy may justly mourn, and humanity weep

over such medical misery.

The present age may justly demand a burial

of a practice that induces the most wo-begone

misery that ever infested our earth. It is like a

plague spot, the sooner buried the better. The

reign of everlasting night must cover it. Its fu

neral dirge must be sung. Hie dark pall of

oblivion must cover it.

Truth alone is to abide the hand of time. The

"silicious casket" containing the imprisoned

animalcule has outlived the decaying hand of

time thus far, but it must crumble to dust when

the right influences are brought to bear upon it.

The leaf and the twig have left their impress

upon the solid rock, recording the changes of

the past, but there are elements in existence that

may deface the last trace of such valuable re

cords that mark the history of the world. Truth

will abide, eternity alone is capable of giving it

an existence. Let us not, then, like blazing me

teors, go burning down to ruin. Let us not shoot

madly through the sky like the rocket to burst at

our fall. Let us rather " prove all things, and

hold fast to that which is good."
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THE PHYSIOLOGY OF DIGESTION.

The following table is copied from that excellent

work of Dr. Andkew Combe, bearing the above

title, recently published by Fowlebs & Wells,

New York :

TABLE SHOWING THE MEAN TIME OF DIGESTION OF

THE DIFFERENT ARTICLES OF DIET.

Articles of Diet.

Rice .

Sago .

Tapioca

Barley

Milk .

Gelatine

Pigs' feet, soused

Tripe, soused

Brains

Venison steak

Spinal marrow .

Turkey, domestic
<* 11

wild

Goose

Pig, sucking

Liver, beef's, fresh

Lamb, fresh

Chicken, full-grown

Eggs, fresli

" whipped

Custard

Codfish, cured, dry

Trout, Salmon, fresh

Bass, striped, fresh

Flounder, "

Catfish, "

Salmon, salted .

Oysters, fresh

Beef, fresh, lean, rare

" " dry .

" steak .

" with salt only

" with mustard, (fee

" fresli, lean

" old, hard, salted

Pork-steak .

Pork, fat and lean

" recently salted

Mutton, fresh

Mode
of

Preparation.

Boiled

Raw

Boiled

Broiled

Boiled

Roasted

Boiled

Roasted

Broiled

Fricassee

Hard boiled

Soft "

Fried

Roasted

Raw
u

Baked

Boiled

Fried

Broiled

Fried

Boiled

Raw

Roasted

Stewed

Roasted

Broiled

Boiled

Fried

Roiled

Broiled

Roasted

Boiled

Fried

Broiled

Raw

Stewed

Roasted

Broiled

Boiled

Time re
quire'] for
Digestion .

H. H.

1

1 45

2

15

30

■I

2
•1

1

1

1 45

1 35

2 4 0

2 80

2 25

2 18

2 80

2 30

2

2 30

2 45

3 30

8

3 30

2 15

2

1 30

2 -15

2

1 30

1 30

3 .

3 80

3 SO

4 00

2 55

3 15

3 30

3

3 80

3

2 46

3 80

4

4 15

8 15

5 15

4 30

4 15

3 15

3

>

3 16

8

3

Articles of Diet.

Veal, fresh
U tl

Fowls, domestic
(f u

Ducks, "

" wild

Suet, beef, fresh

Suet, mutton

Butter

Cheese, old, strong

Soup, beef, vegetable

and bread

" marrow-bones

" barley

" mutton

Green corn and beans

Chicken soup

Oyster soup

Hash, meat and vegetables

Sausage, fresh

Heart, animal

Tendon

Cartilage

Aponeurosis

Beans, pod .

Rread, wheaten, fresh

" corn .

Cake, "

" Rponge

Dumpling, apple

Apples, sour and hard

" " mellow

" sweet

Parsnips

|l Carrot, orange

Beet .

Turnips, flat

Potatoes, Irish

Cabbage, head

" with vinegar

Mode
of

Preparation.

Broiled

Fried

Boiled

Roasted

Boiled
(I

Melted

Raw

Boiled

Warmed

Broiled

Fried

Boiled

Baked

Boiled

Raw

Boiled

Roasted

Baked

Raw

Boiled

30

Time re
paired for
Digestion.

H. at.

4

4

4

•1

4

4 30

6 80

4 30

8 30

3 30

4

4 15

3

1 80

3 80

3 45

3

8 80

2 30

3 20

4

5 30

4 IS

3

2 80

8 80

3 15

8

2 30

3

2 00

2

1 80

2 30

8 IS

3 45

3 30

3 30

2 SO

2 30

2 80

2

4 80

This table is very interesting, but the results

must not be too much relied upon, or regarded as

representing the uniform rate of digestibility.

City Mortality. — The cholera added some

MOO or SOOO deaths to the city bills of mortality

in 1849. It appears by the inspector's books,

that the total mortality in this city last year was
•22.372, and in 1848, 14,618—the increase being

7,754, or nearly one-half, which is ascribnble to

cholera and kindred maladies. Of the 22,872 in

terments in 1849, 13,300 were native lxirn citi

zens, 6,973 Irish, and 1,532 German; '1,786 of

the dead were males, and 10,636 females. Adults

1 1 ,502, children 1 o,8"o. Entire number of deaths

by cholera asphyxia, 6,072.
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MARCH MATTERS.

BY R. T. TRALL, M.D.

The Weather.—The winter just passed has been

one of the mildest on record. That of '48-9 was the

coldest within the memory of that ever memorable

individual, " the oldest inhabitant," dating back not

more than twenty years. In a sanatary point of view,

these extremes may ho .said to have met, each winter

having been, so far as New York and its suburban

cities and villages are concerned, distinguished for a

comparatively low record of mortality. The infer

ence we would deduce has been many times adverted to

in this Journal ; that climate, change of weather, ex

tremes of cold and heat, have really far loss influence

on the physiological condition of our bodies than have

our own voluntary habits. East, West, North, and

South, wherever vegetation grows in sufficient quan

tities for tho. nourishment of human beings, life and

health, and old age, without the infirmity of dis

ease, are compatible with the order of nature.

If diseases arc prevalent in any locality at any

particular season of tho year, before we arraign

Providence, denounce the place, try experiments on

the electrical states of the at mosphere, or call malig

nant spirits from the vasty deep of imagination, lot us

look closely about home, oxamine those things more

carefully which arc tangible to our common senses,

ascertain tho relation between our maladies and our

mal-conduct, and seo precisely tho conditions of

health everywhere and at all times existing, for ever

immutable. Ono of two things, reader, you must do,

"as society is now constituted:" learn and obey the

natural laws of your being, and keep well; or ever

and anon get sick, send for the doctor, go through

the cold water purification, or be triturated with in

finitesimal pellets, or swallow down promiscuous

apothecary stuff with most uncertain results. Choose

ye which ye will do.

Curbs for Colds.—The early spring season is a

sort of harvest-time fur the dabblers in tho illegiti

mate quack specifics for coughs and colds. Probably

the largest book ever printed could not contain half

the infallible cures which have been circulated in the

public papers ; yet, whether people will believe or

marvel, there is more curative efficacy in simple water

than in all of them multiplied by ten thousand times

ten thousand.

The following remarks by a contemporary, who, by

the way, does not keep an "establishment," show

that the true idea is getting abroad:—

"A Certain Ccrk ro;t Coi ps.—A* the reason for cold* has
now approached. I give you a remedy 1 have never known to
fail :—

*' Three cents worlh of liqnorica ; three cent* worth of rock
candy ; three cents worlh of gum arahic ; put in a quart of
water, fiminer thcin till thoroughly dissolved, then add three
cems worth of piregoric, and a like quantity of antiiuonial
wine. l>et it cool, and *ip whenever troublesome It is
p!ea.i;int. infaliihte, cheap and pool, luscosl is fifteen cent*."—
JjOTtff Island Farmer.

"Mix tlireeccnts worth ofsour milk with it andgivo

it to the hogs. Wash yourself every morning all over

in cold water and you will never have a cold. If you

have not begun the practice (and have a cold already),

commence to-morrow, and your cold will leave you

in less than twenty-four hours. We have tried this

remedy for four years, and have seen others who have

tried it, and in no one instance have we known it to

fail. A man who says he has a cold and head-ache,

and feels badly, says, in substance, that he is a filthy,

lazy fellow ; and if he greases his insides with the

above mixture, ho will be nasty inside as well as out,

and will needadoctor to cleanse him."—Merchants1

Day Book.

Health Reform.—How few among tho many

philanthropists whoso names have, during tho last -

several centuries, adorned tho pages of history, have

suspected that health reform was the true basis of all

reform ! Christians have labored hard, yet in vain,

to regenerato souls in degencrato bodies. A high

moral nature implies a sound mind, and a sound mind

presupposes a healthy body, and a healthy body de

pends on salutary external circumstances. Happily,

the press, both religious and secular, are taking hold

of this subject in a way which promises not only to

talk, but to do " deeds meet for repentance." The

" Independent," a Presbyterian weekly, concludes an

excellent and forcible appeal to Christian landlords,

to build comfortable and healthful houses for their

poor tenants, instead of crowding them into dark gar

rets, damp cellars, and sickly alleys, with the follow

ing truly philosophical and eminently Christian re

marks :—
" Bat we place the subject on the higher grounds

of humanity and religion. Even if wc ourselves were

wholly exempt from danger, and by our favored cir

cumstances with respect to dwellings, food, clothing,

and medical advice, could live during each recurring

epidemic without personal apprehensions, yet ought

wo to feel and act in behalf ol thousands doomed by

their physical condition to bo an easy prey of the

pestilence. This Humanity demands. This Religion

also demands. In many cases, tho sanatary reforms

which we have recommended are indispensable to tho

success of moral reforms. Take a wretched, besotted

inmate of the Old Brewery at the Points, and bring

him to a church, arouse his conscience, extort from

him the promise of amendment, and then send htm

back to that den of filth and infamy—with how much

hope of permanent good 1 Gather children from such

abodes into Sabbath-schools, teach them the morulity

of the Bible, the principles of the Gospel, and then

send them back to grovel the week long in filth, and

vice, and wretchedness, and how many of them will

grow up to be virtuous citizens ? bow many will be

come followers of Christ 1 We submit these quest ions

to city missionaries and tract visitors conversant with

the facts; and wo hazard nothing in saying that tho

moral renovation of some sections of New York is

hopeless, while the physical condition of their popu

lation remains what it is. We have not yet begun

tho reformation of the poor in great cities at the right

point. Tho Free-church system has failed. Tract

distribution and Sabbath-school labors accomplish

much good, but fall far short of tho necessities of the

case. We must lift the mass of society out of the

mire before we can purify it. One-tenth part of the
money expended upon stately church edifices, had it

been appropriated to the erection ofsuitabledwellings

for the poor, would havo done more for their moral

elevation than we fear is likely to be accomplished by

our rich churches, and would have made a far better
practical exhibition of Christianity. In all measures

of true social reform, wherever tho great interests of
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humanity are to be promoted, Christians should take

the lead. It remains fur them to apply the spirit and

maxims of the Gospel to the physical condition of the

poor. This is God s teaching in the fearful visitation

of the pestilence. When shall we begin to profit by

itr

City Slaughter-Houses.—A late daily paper

contains the following paragraph, wherein is much

" food for reflection:"—
p

" Petitions are in circulation for the removal of the

slaughter-houses from their present location far up

town, on the borders of the river. This is a most de

sirable measure, and would confer a great benefit

upon the community. Not only are they a decided

nuisance, but these slaughtering establishments are

constantly open, and children and youth are stimu

lated by curiosity to witness the most demoralizing

spectacles of blood and slaughter.'*

Is it possible to present a stronger argument against

eating the mangled carcasses of animals than the

above 1 If flesh-meat was originally designed for the

food of man, some bodies must demoralize themselves

in preparing it for our tables. Can anyone suppo.se,

for a moment, that the Creator intended man so to

live that brutalizing scenes of blood and slaughter

should constitute a part of his necessary duties ?

Compare this butchering business with that of tilling

the soil, cultivating esculent roots, beautiful grains,

fragrant flowers, plucking and eating delicious fruits.

All this is calculated to refine, ennoble, and exalt the

minds of children and youth. How often do wo mis

take man's depravity for God's design !

Terrific Explosion of an Allopathic Blun-

dekbcss.—The following paragraph, credited to the

'* Philadelphia Medical News," is going the rounds

of the regular medical journals.

Hydropathy and Cholera.—The able German

correspondent of the " Medical Times" states, in the

number of that journal for Oct. 27th t that the hydro-

pathists have suffered most severely from cholera.

" They inundated the newspapers with the wondrous

results of hydropathy, and their mode of treating cho

lera; but, alas! not less thau eight of their number

died of that disease."

Those who are accustomed to swallow huge doses

of" potecary" poisons, under the agreeable delusion

that they are medicines, may be willing to gulp down

this whole-cloth fabrication with a vague idea that

there may be some truth in it. We simply and ex

plicitly pronounce it a lie.

Hydropathy in the London Hospitals. — The

" Belmont Farmer" (Ohio) gives us the following side

thrust, carelessly and without malice aforethought:—

" The wet sheet practice has had a fair trial on the

cholera patients admitted into the London Hospital ;

but, although it had the effect of producing a general

warmth of the skin and bringing about reaction, all

THE PATIENTS DIED."

Permit us to inform you, Mr. Belmont Farmer,

that while the London allopathies were warming up

their cholera patients with the wet sheet, they were

pouring down their throats calomel, opium, brawly,

&o. Call you this a fair trial? You might as well

confine a man twenty-four hours to a potato diet, then

bleed him ten quarts, and then accuse him of dying

of starvation—the potato diet having had a "fair

trial."

Broma.—The Boston " Medical Journal," with

the usual consistency of medical lingo, endorses the

broma beverage as an excellent article of food.

" Broma, an admirable preparation, alike agreeable

to the well or sick, has acquired a reputat ion which

we think it certainly deserves. A few vears since, a

great manufacturer of Broma, Mr. W. Baker, of

Dorchester, Mass., sought the opinions of many med

ical gentlemen of distinction, for the purpose of

having an unobjectionable food for invalids, and he

was assured that he had fully succeeded. Hospitals,

infirmaries, and households generally, should always

be provided with it. When gruel, arrowroot, groats,

barley, starch, rice, farina, and many other things

ordinarily resorted to for patients, are of no utility,

the Broma is sometimes relished. It is believed that

those who use it as a beverage will havo manifest

dietetic advantages over the consumers of tea and

coffee."

What a wonderful reason is assigned for this unob

jectionable food and drink! It is "sometimes rcl-

islud" How would the argument apply to a little

cold water1? This must be the age of reason, or

rather the season when reason becomes of age.

Cholera and Cod-Liver Oil. — These themes

continue to constitute the burden of the songs of

nearly all the medical journals of the day. If tho

uninitiated into the mysteries of medical science were

to read over the wonderful success of all sorts of

treatment, as published in all sort* of medical pe

riodicals, they would either conclude that the cholera

was a very small matter in the hands of a " regular

physician," or that this world is greatly given to

mistakes.

Having already said our say respecting the cod

liver speculation, we submit the subject to a jury of

the people, after quoting another paragraph from a

contemporary :—

" Cod-Liver Oil is said to bo the best known re

medy for incipient consumption; and such has been

the demand for it, that a suspicion has arisen * that

there is more of the article in market thau there are

pounds of cod livers caught.' Tho Maine Farmer

thinks this is of no consequence, as any other fish oil

is quite as good as that ot the eod. The Esquimaux

grow fat on seal and blubber, and the Penobscot and

Quoddy Indians on our coast increase in health and

obesity during the fishing season, when porpoise oil

is plenty. The Maine Fanner urges consumptives to

try porpoise or any fish oil—it will nourish, if it does

not cure."

Hydropathy for the Poor.—The North-West-

ern Gazetteer (Galensburg, 111.) is out against the

eight-dollar per week water-cure establishments, con

tending, very plausibly too, that the true medical

gospel, like the true spiritual, should bo preached to

the poor. Two things, however, the Gazetteer has

overlooked. The poor must be made to understand

it before they can in all cases successfully apply it at

home; and again, many of them have such morbid

feelings within, or such prejudicial influences without,

that they will not practice it at home. Establish

ments are "necessary evils"—and necessarily expen

sive—to demonstrate the efficiency of water-cure,
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while the people are informing themselves, and get

ting rid of their false habits and prejudices, prepara

tory to a realization, in the bodily sense, of that

glorious humanitarian sentiment, " To the poor the

gospel is preached."

Coitvulsions is Qhildren.—In the "British and

Foreign Medieo-Chirurgical Review," we find a very

learned disquisition " On the Pathology of Convul

sions id Children." After laying down a variety of un

intelligible propositions, and reasoning himself into a

brain-fever of confusion, the author—Dr. West—

comes to the following conclusion :—

" The grand reason of their frequency is, no doubt,

to be found in the predominance of the spinal cord

over the cerebral system in early life.'"

Mothers, if this sago counsel is anything but rank,

silly nonsense, your children must die just as it hap

pens, and you can't help it. But it is nonsense ; very

learned yet very absurd. If you keep your own

bodies healthy, as we tell you how to do, before your

chil'lrcn are born, and avoid stuffing them after

birth with the nurses' slops and the doctors' drugs—

and "dye-stuffs," as neighbor Noggs has it—they

will not know anything about convulsions. Can

anybody, excepting, of course, learned doctors, be- 1

lieve that God makes infants so blunderingly that

one part of their organization so predominates ovor |j

another as to produce convulsions and death soon

after birth T

Malignant Tumor Cured by Diet.—The cele

brated Dr. Twitchell, one of the most noted surgeons

of New England, has cured, in himself, a malignant

tumor of the eye, of nearly ten years' standing, by

a rigid diet of bread and milk. This is an important |

case, as showing the powerful influenco of food upon

the whole organization. Cancerous and scirrhous

affections were hereditary in the family of Dr. T. In <|

early life his health was delicate ; while at college ho

became dyspeptic, with jaundice and enlarged liver,

and finally became asthmatic. He then used animal

food freely; but, on adopting a vegetable regimen for

nine years, he never had a single attack of asthma

during the time. On resuming animal food again,

bis health declined, and a hard tumor commenced

forming in the internal angle of the right eye. From

1843 to 1S45 he used a variety of local applications

without permanent benefit. It was then cut out with

a scalpel. It grew again, and was again cut out and

caustic applied; still it grew and became worse in

character, threatening to involve the whole eye, and

Dr. T. had about concluded to have the whole organ

extirpated. But conceiving the theory that malig- |

nant diseases arise from taking too much carbon in (

our systems, he determined to try an extremely simple 1

diet. He has now for over two years adhered strictly i

to a diet of four to six ounces of cream, with the same |

quantity ofbrown or white bread at each meal, taking j

three meals a day. During the time, he has taken I

no medicines, and used no external medicinal appli

cations. Iiis eye is now well, and his whole body in j

apparently perfect health. I

On the case of Dr. Twitchell, a writer in the

Charleston Medical Journal makes the following

comments :— I

" The theory which governed Dr. T.—was it cor

rect 1 I confess that I am unable to solve the ques

tion ; I merely suggest it. Some, whom I consider as

our ablest animal chemists, think that it was by tho

' process of starvation, as described by Liebig, that the

cure was wrought. It seems to me that this cannot

be the true explanation—for Dr. T. has always been

stout, and it will be remembered that at one time he

actually gained flesh under the diet."

Surely hero is a queer puzzle. The man is cured

of his disease, and enjoys perfect health and strength,

! yet learned men cannot agree whether this condition

I is a result of nutrition or starvation.

Nightmare.—Somebody wants to know something

about the nature of this troublesome nocturnal visita-

I tion. Here is the key to unlock the whole mystery. A

certain person consulted the doctor about a terrible

dream. She dreamed the night beforo that she saw

her grandmother. " What did you eat on going to

bedl" " Only half a mince pie." " If you had eaten

the other half you would have seen your grand

father, too."

Over-eating, eating late, or eating indigestible food,

are the usual causes. Excessive fatigue may induce

a fit; and the mental depression consequent on over-

excitement sometimes predisposes to it. Dyspeptics,

whose superficial vessels are shriveled up so that the

blood accumulates in and over-distends the vessels of

the brain and lungs, are very liable to nightmare

paroxysms. Whatever the cause, the condition of

the system is similar, and tho treatment the same ;

plain, simple, opening diet, external bathing, friction,

See., and plenty of exercise out-door.

THE WATEH-CURE IN OHUJDEIRTH.

Mr. Wells :—Tho writer of this, as you are well

aware, is ono who has had sufficient practical expe

rience of the efficacy of tho Water Treatment in

cases of Pregnancy and Childbirth, to warrant ber

speaking of it in terms of well-grounded praise. Safe,

simple, and perfectly in accordance with the laws of

Nature, she docs not hesitate to pronounce it im

measurably preferable to " the Chloroform practice"

on the ono hand, and " the Allopathic routino" on

the other. The former—professing, as it does, to

render childbirth a painless effort ; and that by the

agency of a most fearful means of inducing stupefac

tion (to the evident risk of life itself)—seems to her

a mode of treatment both monstrous and unnatural ;

while the other, with its air of pompous mystery, its

superstitious trifling, and its imbecile timidity, could

hardly fail (ono might naturally suppose) to carry

with it, to ovory thoughtful and intelligent mind, its

own irrevocable sentence of condemnation. Seldom

t roubling himself about the hygienic- management* of

his patient before delivery ; allowing her, tacitly, to

gratify every whim and inclination during the period

of pregnancy,—our allopathic physician is generally

content to let things follow thoir own course until his
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interference is absolutely demanded. Does she take

a fancy to indulge in " a light supper1* of clams or

lobster-saliM somewhere about midnight, and suffer

accordingly, Dr. Bolus is content to hurry to his pa

tient, when sent for post-haste, and administer iperac ;

and, in case she is lucky enough to survive such in

discretions and complete her full term, he is above all

solicitous to confine the poor mother to her bed of

anguish for nine mortal days ! A regular conspiracy

is entered into with " Nurse" to keep the unhappy

victim in her recumbent position during all that mys

tic period ; and even then, it is with reluctant mis

giving that she is at last permitted to go out of her

chamber. Pale, weak, and care-worn—like a prisoner

just released—it is but slowly and gradually that she

regains the strength her doctor has absolutely frit

tered away in the close nir of an ill-ventilated sick

room. No wonder the world is so full of sallow young

mothers, prematurely grown old, after lingering

through such a process aa this !

The Water-Cuke system so completely sweeps

away all these superstitious practices and notions that

it seems almost like inveighing against the current

opinions in the era of " The Dark Ages," to pro

nounce Bucfa a mode of medical treatment, a down

right imposition upon the good sense of woman.

The Water Treat ment in Childbirth is marked by no

such absurdities. Without professing to removepain

in labor—for it regards pain at that period as the

natural lot of woman—as the direct fulfillment, ir.

fact, of the Divine decree—the Water-Cure so

thoroughly invigorates the general health and reno

vates the whole system, that the period of labor is

materially abridged, the power of enduring pain

wonderfully enhanced, and the hour of trial so greatly

shortened/that recovery is rapid, and almost always

immediate. The utmost care and attention are be

stowed upon the hygienic management of the patient

during the period of pregnancy. Thorough ventila

tion, frequent changes of clothing, regular exercise,

moderation in diet, sleep, and social amusements, are

strictly enjoined ; and a course of bathing is carefully

prescribed to suit the circumstances of each indivi

dual easo. By this mode of management, no patient

completes a course of judicious water treatment in

childbirth, weak, wretched, and languid, like the

great majority of American mothers M doctored by

routine." There is no loss of bloom and freshness

visible on her check ; no feeble, halting walk ; no

groan, or sigh; no weariness of the back, with

dull, aching pains ; no lifeless apathy. Hut the va

rious positions assumed in these brief introductory re

marks ean be better illustrated and enforced by an

appropriate selection ofeases, than by any other mode.

The following are chosen from a pretty well-filled

note-book :—

Case First.—Mrs. a young lady, only 174years

of age, of slight frame and delicate health, was under

water treatment during her pregnancy. She faith

fully followed the advice prescribed for her, and thus

prepared herself to pass through her trial without any

1 real loss of strength or life. She was safely and

speedily delivered ; bathed three times the first day ;

and, after one good night's sleep, was able to sit up

and walk without danger or inconvenience.

Treatment.—At the beginningof labor, a thorough

clyster of tepid water was administered : and after

this, a soothing general bath. It being very early in

the morning and her usual time of rest, she slept be

tween her pains while they remained light and tho

intervals long enough to admit of it. Asa slow labor

■ is almost always tho safest, in the case of afirst con-

I finement, no exciting bath was given Mrs. J. at this

time ; it being most proper to let nature do her work

alone as long as she could. In about one hour, the

symptoms changed, and a sitz bath was given. The

pains immediately became strong and efficient, and,

I in twenty-five minutes. Mrs. J.'s first-born—a fine

strong boy—was placed in her arms. As soon as la

bor was complete, a bandage of soft, vet linen was

put arouud the abdomen as firmly as the comfort of

the patient would allow ; and it was directed to bo

worn constantly, and kept wet and cool until she was

perfectly restored. There being a great tendency to

uterine haemorrhage (Hooding), Mrs. J. was very

soon lifted from her bed and placed in a sitz bath of

tepid water, which was gradually cooled before sho

was taken out. [This first bath after labor is the

threat blessing of the Water Treatment in such cases;

words cannot describe its refreshing effect. It soothes

! the tired nerves ; it removes all heat and soreness,

and wonderfully assists nature to bring about the no-

! cossary contraction.] After this bath, Mrs. J. slept

two t hours i and awoke so greatly refreshed, that it

was with difficulty sho could be persuaded to bo

I treated any longer as an invalid. After her third

bath, she slept all night, and was up and about her

room a great part of the second day. The secretion

of milk was at first too abundant for so young a child ;

but this is always easily remedied by wet compresses,

and the occasional use of the milk-pump. In this

case, tho wet linen compress so softened the breast

1 that the milk ran out of itself. Mrs. J. was quito

well at the end of the week, and, like most water-euro

mothers, has lost none of her strength and youth by

bearing a child. On the contrary, she is gradually

gaining even more freshness and beauty.

Case Second.—As an encouragement to those who

have borne children, been badly treated, and aro

now in fear of another great drain upon their health

and life, I here give the case of a Southern lady who

. camo to New York to try the water-cure, having suf

fered greatly in childbirth under the regular treat

ment. When her first child was born, sho was kept

in bed two months, and was so much weakened that

two abortions followed in duo time, leaving her a

mere wreck of her former self. With no other com

plaint but this, she was made twenty years older in

four. Reduced to a state bordering on despair, she

listened to a friend's advice, and in a measure adopted

the Water Treatment. She was so far restored by

| tho sitz bath alono, that sho safely passed over her
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usual time of abortion and went through her full I

time. She came to New York in the last month to

have proper water-cure nursing and treatment at her

time of delivery. She had a safe and easy labor, and

was up every day, to take her baths and look after

her child. This lady dined with me at my own table,

the third day after delivery. Her child is a healthy,

lovely girl—a bright rose-bud beside its pale, thin

sLster, who is five years older thau " the- water-cure

baby."

M. L. S.

No. 51, Tenth St., New York.

HYDROPATHY VS. CALOMEL.

BY L. B. ARNOLD.

To thk Editors.—A case has occurred in which

water ha? so signally triumphed over Calomel & Co.,

I am induced to offer a brief history of the circum

stances to the readers of your Journal.

Lansino Lewis, of Little Falls, X. Y-, aged

twenty-two years, form slender, chest narrow and

compressed, was attacked, in October last, with dys

entery. The attack being severe, two physicians of

reputed skill were called who attended him daily,

yet ho rapidly declined. At the expiration of ten

.days his symptoms and condition are thus described

by his parents and those who took care of him.

Tongue thickly coated all over, purple and glazed ;

stomach instantly rejected whatever of food or medi

cine wa.s swallowed; upper bowels had not moved

for a week, lower bowels for a3 long a time, (after

sloughing off, apparently, their whole internal coat

ing), discharged blood, fresh and inodorous, from

fifty to sixty times a day ; bowels all in constant and

very severe pain, and much inflamed ; could speak

only with a whisper.

Lewis was taken on Saturday. A week from the

following Monday the physicians called in as usual,

and after an examination and consultation, one of

them announced to the patient's father that they had

done all they could for his son ; that medicine failed

to affect him ; and that he " must die." By request

of the father the physician also announced the same

solemn intelligence to the patient, that he might be

prepared to meet the fate that must soon ovcrtako

him.

Next morning, as neighbors called in to learn the

condition of the patient, after being informed of his

situation, and the opinions of the physicians, some of

them being accustomed to sickness, were asked if

they could think of anything that would be likely to

relieve the intensity of his pain, and render his short

stay more comfortable. Of life there were no hopes.

Having learned by reading and report (for they had

never used it) the efficacy of water as a pain ex

tractor, they suggested its use. Tho suggestion was

approved, and they were solicited to make an applica

tion, which they undertook, with no other expecta

tion than to mitigate tho distress, and smooth the

passage to the tomb, of their unfortunate- neighbor.

They placed upon his bowels cold wet cloths,

changing them every ten minutes—applied them at

first only every alternate hour—gave tepid injections

every twenty or thirty minutes—gave freely cold wa

ter to drink. This treatment commenced Tuesday

morning, about ten o'clock, and continued through

the day—pain began to abate in about twenty min

utes, and soon entirely ceased. After the cessation

of pain, tho patient so much revived that a ray of hope

gleamed, and a further effort with a view to save was

proposed. Sweating was thought best, but this at

first was deemed unsafe. The vital spark was so

near extinct it was feared the sudden chill of a

cold wet sheet would entirely extinguish it. Waited

till seven o'clock, P. M., when it was ventured to

wrap him in a wet sheet , of tho temperature of tho

room, accompanied with moderate friction—copious

sweating commenced in thirty minutes, andfelt most

grateful—kept him enveloped an hour, then washed

and rubbed—in about three quarters of an hour aftor

the removal of the wet sheet, upper bowels moved—

excretions, putrid and offensive—appetite soon reviv

ed, and a little nourishment was taken with a satis

factory relish — slept, and awoke refreshed. Tho

chango now wrought inspired the most confident

hopes. The crisis was evidently passed in safety.

Mindful of the responsibilities that attached to their

undertaking, and the thundering denunciations that

would be heaped upon them, and the means employ

ed, should Lewis, by any mishap, dio upon their

hands, these hydropathic neighbors proposed follow

ing up with mild incisures the advantages they had

gained, aud pursuing the most cautious and safe

course. They continued the treatment with cold

wet cloths upon the bowels until the inflammation

was reduced ; afterward wet bandages were worn

for a time—gave tepid injections as before, but less

and less frequent until dispensed with—daily ablu

tions of the whole person with cool water, followed

with friction—gavo freely cold water for drink. This

constituted the whole treatment, except that his pa

rents, not having yet entirely lost their confidence in

drugs, gave a small dose of quinine, as a tonic, onco

a day. Under this treatment he daily gained strength

—evacuations became less frequent and more natural,

and the glazed coating of the tongue began very

slowly to narrow. A more scientific prescription by

a practical hydropath might have hastened the cure ;

but a rapid recovery in one whoso vital organs are

as feeble as Lewis's structure indicates, could not

reasonably be looked for.

This being tho first case of hydropathic treatment

that had occurred in the village, and apparently a

hopeless one, considerable interest was naturally

awakened. Tho "regulars" not only, but the con

sumers of drugs became alarmed for the repute of

their favorite nostrums. Opposing interests and

opinions took different sides, and put in circulation

contradictory reports. While proof was claimed on

one side, it was denied on the other, that the physi

cians had given him up. Often inquiring after tho sick
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man of those who frequently saw him, I was confi

dently assured by some that he was getting better,

and by others, as confidently, that he was continual

ly growing worse. The friends of hydropathy seem

ed very anxious that be should recover; and the dis

ciples of drugs—well, they didn't seem to care so

much about it. But young Lewis grew better in

spite of all opposition. In two weeks after his new

treatment commenced he could walk across the house,

and soon was about the village. And now, grateful

to hts friends for having saved his life, he is pursuing

his studies at the academy in the village, in the en

joyment of more than his usual health.

APPLIOABILIT ¥ OF THE WATER-CURE

IN ACUTE DISEASES.

BY K. A. KITTREDGE.

Physicians of almost nil kinds, for years, have ad

mitted the beneficial effects of cold sponging in high

fevers, especially in scarlet fever ; and in this latter

disease, it would very much puzzle any of thein to pro

duce any medicine that can bo relied on in the

least.

But the great trouble has hitherto been, that the

spongings have been but few and far between, and

terribly small, while the dosings and drugging^ have

been many and often. The latter, of course,.would

prevent the former from producing a cure, though as

far as they wont would assuage and counteract. Any

one, however, at all conversant with fevers and their

management, will perceive the necessity of fmptent

andfull ablution, &c. &c.,in order to effect anything

like a cure or decided relief.

Scarlet fever has three varieties : the mild or the

" simplex," the less mild or the "anginosai," and the

malignant.

The " .Scarlatina Simplex" is scarcely more trou

blesome than simple Chicken-pox, and needs only to

be let alouo, " severely" giving the patient frequent

draughts of pure cold water, with now and then a

wash-down, to cure itself.

It is the officious intermeddling of the ignorant

nurse or self-sufficient physician, that causes all the

trouble in this simple form of the scarlet fever.

Poor ignorant souls, they are so anxious to show

tho world how much they know, that they hesitate

not to take the work of nature out of her own hands,

and substitute the workings of their own base agents !

May God forgive them, nature never can.

Under the vain pretence of assisting the recupera

tive power to throw out the fever and tho rash ! they

give their heating, pungent, aggravating drugs, which

are as poisonous to the system as they are unpalatable

and unavailing.

" Drive out the rash !" Poor benighted souls, did

they begin to understand the pathological condition

of tho patients at such times, they would never pro

pose such an absurdity.

The great reason, generally, that the eruption conies

not readily to the surface is, that there is too much

"driving" already going on in the system. Owing

to tho false conditions in which the subject has always

more or less existed, the pores of the skin are ob

structed, the viscera oppressed, and as a consequence

the arterial system is "driving" the blood with ter

rible velocity, through the vessels ; and this excite

ment of the arteries, heart, &c, is what prevents the

recuperative power within from pushing the eruption

to tho surface, and, with it, the cause ofall the trou

ble.

Now, need any one, with brains better than mashed

turnips, be told that all stimulants or irritants—and

all drugs arc one or the other—will inevitably make

a bad matter worse in such cases, by increasing tl*

excitement and oppressing the internal organs T

" Noggs" says, "nature can't be driven." You can

coax her to do most anything, whether in a cow, a

hog, or " a human," but you can*t force her without

doing harm.

Simple scarlet fever, maltreated, becomes often

times severe and dangerous, and one great mistake

let me here correct, which many friendly to the Wa

ter-Cure too often fall into, viz.—that in an event of

this kind—where the holy tabernacle of nature has

been invaded, her noblest iustincts perverted, and

her highest efforts crushed by the ruthless haud of tho

bo-called physician !—that it will not do to use water,

for fear of the antagonism between it and the " medi

cine !" As well might you say, that it will not do to

bring tho hardened sinner under good influences !

My doctrine is, the more of the devilish a man ho*

in him, in cither case, tho more necessity ho has of

the god-like or good.

The water, &c, properly applied, will "cast out

devils"—especially drug ones—better than anything

J know of; aye, even the prince of devils, Calomel

himself, about offending whom, the water-cure-ates

are particularly afraid.

But their fears are groundless; I have frequently

had patients in the full tide of successful water treat

ment, while in a state of salivation, and the invaria

ble effect has been, to tako the i right out of the sal-

i-vation ; many a time, too, when but for the Water-

Cure, physical salvation had they none.

No, no, friends,fear not to encounter evil with good;

and to the poisoner let me say, with stentorian voice,

" l)o not evil, that good may come."

The second and most common form of scarlatina is

the "anginosa," of most authors : this form is char

acterized by considerable swelling and soreness

about the glands &c, of the throat. The soreness of

the fauces or membraucs of the throat, amounting to

ulceration very frequently, has given this disease the

distinctive name of "canker rash," and it is not

unfrequently that you hear of a child dying of the

"scarlet fevor, canker rash, and throat distemper,**

as if they were three separate diseases. Whereas they

are only different names for the same disease.

This form of scarlatina often proves fatal, especially

when treated allopathically, and oftentimes, when

not—as the patiout's previous conditions have 1
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so long untrue, and the constitution so much impair

ed thereby, that even the water-cure will fail to euro

—though it always gives immediate and great re

lief. As a general thing, however, this kind of scar

let fever can be cured with the Water-Curc, if ap

plied properly, and in season.

I say the disease can bo cured, it would bo more

proper to say that the system can be sustained, dur

ing the struggle between the disease and the constitu

tion, the wet sheet, &c., acting like the electric con

ductors in carrying off the accumulated caloric,

which otherwise would so oppress the system, and

dry up the vital juices, as to cause the destruction of

the delicate structures it so delights to revel amongst.

My treatment in this particular form may bo learn

ed from the following case :

A child of Mr. O., of Lynn, aged about one year,

was taken vomiting—as they uswdly do in till forms

of scarlet fever—this is one of the distinctive symp

toms, and is the most sure, before the rash appears ;

but the parents did not know this important fact,

and therefore were not alarmed, till t he throat began

to swell, and even then did not feel much so, as there

was no appearance of any rash, or none noticuable to

them, for three days after the vomiting took place.

And here let me remark, that, in severe cases of scar

let fever, oftentimes there will bo scarcely any erup

tion for several days and during the whole of its con

tinuance, only here and there a patch. On the

contrary, the patient is paler than usual—the trouble

In the throat being the only real evidence of the

presence of the terrible malady.

At the time I was called the child could scarcely

swallow, and the matter was running from its nos

trils, which the inflammation in the throat had caus

al to be formed ; or in other words, suppuration had

taken place, as it always does when inflammation

reaches a certain height, it being the only way the

recuperative power can devise to relieve the oppressed

parts.

I immediately ordered the child to be put into a

wet sheet—two thicknesses—and why 1 because, as I

ha.ro said, there was no appearance of eruption, and

the first thing was to produce a determination to the

e, and thereby take off the terriblo pressure

the engorged vessels and viscera within : but

equalizing the circulation is no easy matter after the

disease has proceeded thus far, and I found it necessary

to apply the sheet every three hours, for some two

whole days, using the most active friction between

whiles, and keeping cloths constantly applied to the

throat and stomach wet in ice wator, and changed as

often as they got hot. Once a day the bowels were

gently moved by an injection of slightly tepid water,

and the feet were washed in ico water and rubbed

with the warm hand till well warmed, three or four

times every day. In this way we succeeded in a fow

days in restoring to the arms of his fond and heroic

mother one of the loveliest of children, which, had

it not been for the water 60 faithfully applied, (and

which many mothers would not have had the courage

to do), it must inevitably have perished. Aye, it

has been mine to prescribe for hundreds sick with

the same dire disease, but never before saw I one so

sick as that, that ever recovered under the uso of

drugs. There is still another kind or form, called

the malignant, which is one of the most dreadful dis

eases known ; it seems to paralyze all the energies of

the system at once, before tho parents know what the

matter is, and hence before the physician gets there

it is too late to do anything but alleviate.

But in all cases, where anything can be done, the

Water-Cure is the cure. Where the heat is great,

you must apply tho water in such a way as will re

duce the temperature the quickest and with the least

worriment to the patient—I find the sitz bath as

good as anything in such cases, with frequent

draughts of cold water, and wet bandages afterward.

When the heat becomes nearly natural, then apply

the sheet, but be careful not to keep them in too

long. Watch them ; when they look or act as if un

comfortably warm, take them out, let it be when it

will, and wash them down till they are as cool as com

mon, and a little more so.

In this way, the scarlet fever, in most cases, can be

robbed of its terrors, and many a lovely darling saved.

HYDROPATHIC COOKERY.

BY K. T. TRALL, M. D.

As intimated in tho last number, the vegetable

kingdom affords the principal and best materials to

nourish and restore the Water-Curo invalid. All

the cereal grains may bo made into common raised

bread, or water-biscuit, or employed in the form of

mush. For variety, bread may bo made of several

kinds of meal mixed : as wheat and corn ; wheat,

corn and rye ; wheat and barley, etc. Unbolted flour

is per se always the best , most healthful, and in fact

most nutritious. Fine or superfine flour, as a matter

of indulgence, may be allowed occasionally without

seriously interfering with the cure of chronic diseases.

It is true that a free use of vegetables and fruits will,

in a cousidomble degree, counteract the constipating

effects of fine bread, so that many invalids recover

without using unconcentrated farinaceous food at all.

Great care should always bo taken in having fer

mented brown bread good. Tho bakers make an ar

ticle which may be truly called detestable trash.

Graham bread has lost caste in the community, sim

ply because bread-makers, who manufacture to suit

the market, sell an article more likely to give a hu

man being the dyspepsia than to cure it. It is fer

mented to tho rotting point, and then the acid

evolved is neutralized with ammonia, salt'ratus, salt,

&o. The coarse flour used in this market is often a

damaged article. Henco none are fit to cook for hy

dropathic invalids who do not select their own grain,

see that it is properly ground, and personally super

intend its preparation for the table. The anathemas

which have been so often pronounced against hydro

pathic fare, are owing more to carelessness or ignor
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ance in its preparation, than in the perverted appetites

of patients, or its unpalatable nature.

In a Water-Cure establishment bread should be re

garded as the reo/ "stafi'of life," and all possible pains

taken to have it pure and perfect. It is often and

most significantly remarked, that good breud makes

every thing else good," while bad, sour, heavy, or

over-fermented bread spoils tho whole meal, however

nice and varied tho .accompaniments. Bad bread has

been the death of more than one hydropathic estab

lishment in this country. T dwell strongly on this

point, for I regard it of paramount importance. No

thing would conduce more to the healthfulness of a

family of children than good brown bread, made in

tho house by the careful hand of a fond mother or

intelligent sister. Those who are taught to love it

in childhood, will not be apt to depart wholly from the

kind of bread they should eat when they become,

older. People generally eat as they dress, not accord

ing to health and comfort, but according to fashion.

R ice is an excellent grain, but usually badly cooked.

It should be boiled very slowly and stirred but Utile,

so as to leave the kernels whole, yet perfectly soft

when it comes to the table.

Vegetables and fruits plainly stewed, boiled or

roasted, may be allowed to almost any extent, due

regard being had to individual habit.-*. Persons of

weak digestive powers should gradually accustom

themselves to the more watery and less nutritious

kinds. The common practice of cooking all sorts of

vegetables in water made into a strong brine with

salt, is highly objectionable. They should be cooked

in fresh water, or but slightly salted, leaving those

who trill use salt excessively, to put it on afterward.

This method will lead invalids into the habit of using

less and less. Any person who has been in tho habit

of .using- freely salt, mustard, sugar, pepper, or vine

gar, or any other seasoning ingredient, by restricting

him-elf to a very small quantity for a few months,

will find his lost susceptibilities of palate so restored,

that one-half or one-fourth the former quantity will

produce as strong an impression on the nerves of

taste, and be equally satisfactory as far as appetite

is concerned. Physiologically, however, there is but

one rule for coudiments and stimulants of all kinds—

the less tho better. *

HEALTH THE BEST LEGAOY.

All people generally, and young men particularly,

would do well to attend to the following suggestions.

They arc extracted from a lecture recently delivered

before the Host-on Mercantile Library Association, by

tho Hon. Horace Mann.*

" The young man walks in tho midst of temptation

to appetite, the improper indulgence of which is in

danger of proving his ruin. Health, longevity, and

virtue depend on his resisting these temptations.

* Recently pnlilistiFtl in & handsome book. Price 25 cents.

Mailable. Address Fowlers & Wells, New York,

The Providence of God is no more responsible, be

cause a man by improper indulgence becomes subject

t o disease, than for the picking of his pockets. For

a young man to injure his health, is to waste his

patrimony and destroy his capacity for virtuous deeds.

Should a man love God, he will have ton times the

strength for the exercise of it, with a sound body.

Not only the amount, but the quality of a man's la

bor depends on his health. The productions of the

poet, the man of science, or the orator, must be af

fected by his health. Not only lying lips, but a

dyspeptic stomach, is an abomination to the Lord.

The man who neglects to control his appetite?, is to

himself what a state of barbarism is to society,—tho

brutish part predominates. He is to himself what

Nicholas is to Hungary.

' Men buy pains, and the purveyor andmarkctinan

bring home disease. Our pious ancestors used to

bury the suicide where four roads meet ; yet every

gentleman or lady who lays the foundation of diseoso

with turtle soup or lobster-salad, as really commits

suicide as if they used the rope or the pistol ; and wero

the old law revived, how many, who are now honor

ed with ,i resting-place at Mount Auburn, would bo

found at the cross roads ! Is it not amazing that

man, invited to repasts worthy of the gods, should

stop to feed on garbage ; or when called to partako

of tho Circean cup, should stop to guzzle with

swine !

li If young men imagine that the gratification ofap

petite is the great source of enjoyment, they will find

this in the highest degree with industry and temjnr-

ance. The epicure, who seeks it in a dinner which

costs five dollars, will find less enjoyment of appetite

than the laborer who dines on a shilling. If the de

votee of appetite desires its highest gratification, ho

must not send for Buffalo tongues, but climb a moun

tain or swing an axe. Without health there ia no

delicacy that can provoke an appetite. Whoever

destroys his health, turns the most delicious viand*

into aloes. The man that is physically wicked does

not live out half his days, and he is not half alive

while he does live. However gracious God may bo

with the heart, he never pardons tho stomach.

" Let a young man pursue a course of temperance,

sobriety, and industry, and he may retain his vigor

till three score years and ten, with his cup full of en

joyment, and depart painlessly:—as tho candle burns

out in its socket, he will expire.

" But look at tho opposite. When a man suffers hi*

appetites to control him, ho turns his dwelling into a

luzar house, whether he lives in a hovel, clothed with

rage, or in the splendid mansions and gorgeous cloth

ing of the upper ten.

'* Let every young man look on this picture and on

that, and tell which he will choose. Society despises

tho wretch who debases himself, and treats him as the

wild horses do their intractable members,—get him

insido of a ring, and with heads out, kick him to

death."
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MISCELLANY.

SINGULAR ORGANIC TRANSMISSION.

BY J. A. SPEAR.

About a year ago a sick man, fifty years of age,

was brought to me by the overseer of the poor of an

adjoining town, to be treated with water. He had

boen siek four months, was not getting any better,

kept talking nearly all the time, said ho did not

know anything, that his head was all rotten, and

would frequently ask if ho was dead. At other times

he would affirm positively that ho was dead. I was

told that he had been in a similar condition once be

fore; that medicine did him no good ; but when tho

warm season returned, ho gradually recovered. I

learned that if his sisters were sick, they were gener

ally at a loss to know whether they were dead or

alive, and would frequently affirm that they were

dying. I thought thero must be something a little

singular in tho matter, and perhaps it might be here

ditary. I found by inquiry that their mother had a

similar feeling. Still believing it to bo hereditary, I

inquired of his uncle, an aged man, if his father or

mother were troubled with a similar feeling. He said

no ; they were both the farthest from it. Said I,

how did this happen 1 He answered, that just before

his sister's—Mrs. W.'s—birth (tho mother of the siek

man), his father was in tho British service, under

Gon. Wolfe, and was wounded iu the battle on the

plains of Abraham, whoro Wolfe fell. While in that

condition, word came to his mother that his father

was wounded, and it was net known by her for a long

time whether he was dead or alive. Thus that

doubtful feeling was impressed upon her infant, and

through how many generations it will bo transmitted

wo cannot tell.

" Swallowed a Leech.—Some of our Sangra-
do doctors, whoso delight in blood is so proverbial,

have an odd way of treating an ordinary cold in the

head, viz. : applying a leech to the inside of each

nostril. This was tried upon a young man, from

whose lips we learn tho story, a few weeks ago. One

of the leeches tool; good hold, according to the inten

tion; the other, a very large one, was of a curious or

exploring disposition, and chose to penetrate the in

terior, making his way up the nose and thenco down

Into the throat. No effort at coughing or gagging

on the part of tho frightened patient could dislodge

tho invader. Finally, by a desperate effort, the poor

man succeeded in swallowing him, to get rid of him.

Now there was a timo ! What was to bo done 1

Doctors were sent for in all directions, and many

came straggling in of all sorts, regular and irregular

—* black spirits and gray.' Some recommended one

thing, somo another. Cold baths and tho stomach

pump were in turn rejected. Tho patient called for

dispatch, saying, he felt the leech boring a hole

through his stomach. Upon this, Dr. Gray recom

mended tho lancet (at which our learned friend, Dr.

Francis, put on ono of his approving smiles), on the

principlo of Hahneman, like curmg like. On a

second thought, howover, in which Bra. Kirby and

Joslin concurred, he concluded that the traest method

of adhering to the principle of similia simiiibus would

be to make the patient swallow another leech ! At

this the regulars grunted, and tho patient nearly

fainted. At last, the majority agreed in the opinion

that the best chance of ejecting the intruder from tho

stomach, was afforded by emetics. Accordingly, a

variety wore administered, viz. : ipecac, copper, zinc,

tartar emetic, &c, &c. : but, owing to the panic of

the sufferer, or some other cause, they all failed to

operate. Hereupon half a dozen tumblers of warm

salt water were given, which after several hours had

tho desired effect. Tremendous vomiting came on,

but no leech appeared—no hide nor hair of his head

ever was seen. It was more than a month before the

young man was able to crawl out after such a fright

and so many powerful emetics. He thinks he will

never fully get over the scrape. But, whether tho

leech was digested as food, or remains battening upon

the rich food of tho inner man, nobody can form tho

slightest conjecture.*'—Sunday Dispatch.

A very go<xl description of a very bad caso. We

think the Dispatch 11 rather hard" on our homoeopa

thic cotemporaries.

Physical Salvation.—In alluding to Const'.mp-

tio.n, its Prevention and Cure, recently published,

the Now York Mirror says :—

"We have great faith in the water treatment.

Taken internally, it is far moro efficacious than phy

sic, in nine cases out of ten ; and externally it should

bo applied eternally. Men ought to wash and pray

without ceasing. It is really astonishing that the

multitude will stupidly neglect this great means of

physical salvation. Hie laboring classes in particu

lar, whose health is their only capital, seldom extend

their ablutions beyond the face and hands, which less

need the purifying application than any other part of

tho system. We do not bclievo we overstate the

case, by attributing four-fifths of tho disease which

human flesh engenders, to tho unpardonable neglect

to * wash and be clean.' Tho physical significance

of baptism is not yet understood ; and wo arc disposed

to lend a hand to all the Water Doctors, Water pub

lishers, and Water advocates, who are preaching and

practicing the doctrine of 1 cleanliness, which is next

to godliness.' Messrs. Fowlers and Wells are doing

much to hasten the 1 days of purification,* by per

suading people, through their popular publications,

to 1 wash and live like gentlemen,' as Beauclerc ad

vised Dr. Johnson."

" Dread of Reform.—It has generally happen

ed that the men who disliked and opposed reform

were those who were comfortably off uuderthc exist

ing order of things. They have persuaded themselves

that their opposition and dislike proceeded from con

servativc principle, and the love of that order which

is heavon s first law. But the true explanation is

generally found in the fact that, as Sidney Smith

says, Providence, which has denied to them all that

is great and good, has given them a fine tact for tho

preservation of their own candle ends and cheese

parings. If reform begins, how can they tell where

it will end 1 They do not oppose reform because they

wish to see others wretched, destitute, and unhappy,

but merely because they apprehend that any im

portant change might make matters worse for them

selves. The general rule has exceptions ; but still it

is the rule, that the comfortable, full-fed, amply-pro

vided for, are not apt to hurry on social reform and

improvement. That is tho work of those who see,

and perhaps feel, whero the shoe pinches, and when

supplies fail."—New York Organ.

This is a correct version, and every way applicable

to our allopathic friends, who affect to behove hydro

pathy not applicable to all cases, and all diseases.
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Confessions and Experience op an Allopathic

Doctor, No. III.—We arc much plowed that this

Scries is rapidly commanding attention. Few articles

have- been more noticed in the public journals, than

these first two, and the remainder is looked for with

groat expectation. It will be recollected that the

series promised a history of medicine and medical

theories : and the present article prefaces this. In it

the author has given his views of the Institute* of

Medicine, and having thus proclaimed his own con

victions, proceeds to analyze the various theories of

the profession which divide it into as many creeds as

theology. Each system will be presented as its ad

herents would wish, everything in its favor being

shown, and the whole presented, as far as its essence

is concerned, without note or comment. We think a

Stronger evidence of enlightened conviction of the

superiority of the Water-Cure over all other systems

could not bo offered than is thus given by the Jour

nal. Examine all things and prove that which is

good is our motto, and we think that our renders,

after questioning the authorities from Kseulapuis to

Samuel Dickson, will finally come to the same con

clusion with ourselves, that were there fewer doctors,

there would be less deaths, and that only by the

common sense observation of nature can we hope to

'benefit effectually suffering humanity.

The American Vegetarian Convention will be

held in New York, on the 15th day of May next.

The place of meeting will be given hereafter. It is

expected that friends from England, Scotland, and

other places, will be in attendance, and it is hoped

that all in our own country, who sympathize with

these views, will be present. Drs. Graham, Alcott,

Metcalf, and others residing in different States, will

doubtless take an active part in this first American

Vegetarian Convention.

Popular Curatives.—The public ear is startled,

every few weeks or months, by the announcement of a

potent curative for some of the ills which most afflict

mankind. These aro generally useless and some

times injurious, if not directly, certainly often by the

delay which their trial causes,—the disease obtain

ing during the experiment a formidable headway.

Not to go back many years, Sarsaparilla promised

to cure everything; now, scarcely a well-informed

medical man can be found who believes that the

root has any perceptible remedial properties. During

the last summer, Camphor, and afterward Charcoal

and Sulphur, were pronounced curatives for Cholera;

both are now considered useless. Belladonna has

also fallen from its high estate as preventive of scar

let fever.

The hobby of the present day is Cod- Liver Oil.

Apothecaries are quarreling as to who makes the

best article, and the proprietors of cemeteries are dis

puting as to who shall receive those who have swal

lowed it.—Cist's Advertiser.

The Progress of Watkr-Cure.—The virtue of

Water,—pure Water, as it bubbles up fresh and

beautiful from the bosom of mother Earth, uncon-

taminated with the nostrums of man's invention,—

is but just beginning to be appreciated. It is our

firm conviction that its constant and judicious use,

with a prudent course of life in other respects, will in

a great measure supersede all other systems of medi

cine extant. When people can be persuaded to batlio

freely in cold water every morning, the diseases

which now so afflict body and soul, and deplete the

pocket, will be diminished.—Gem of the Prairie.

Cold and Hot Rooms.—Never heat your rooms

to excels—they might be better too cold than too

warm, the sudden change from an over-heated room

to the cold air produces more colds and consump

tions than sleeping all night in the Park with the

gate open. Care should be taken not to let the iron

work of a stove get red hot. for in that case it absorbs

the oxygen from the atmosphere, and vitiates the

air of a room, rendering it unfit for the support of hu

man life. Large surfaces, then, moderately heated,

arc the best means for heated apartments.

Water-Cure Experience in East Prairie, Mo.

—Gentlemen :—1 inclose you one dollar for the Wa

ter-Cure Journal, in the full faith that you will

comply with your promise in your Prospectus, to

make it plain and familiar, adapted to tho capacity

of common people. I have every faith in the Water-

Cure. I have used cold water in my family for

more than thirty years in all cases of fever of every

description, and have never failed in effecting a euro.

Respectfully yours, Aiiraham Millar.

Water-Cure in Dayton, Ohio.—(Jkntlemen:—

Enclosed you will find eleven dollars, the fruits of

a couple of hours exertion. I am surprised that you

have not a resident agent hero. This is an import

ant point. There might be one hundred subscriber!

obtained in this city, by a little exertion.

Truly yours, James Kellt.

Will not our Hydropathic friends see to it that

every family are provided with the Journal? We

will furnish tho Journal ; will not they furnish sub

scribers T

The Providence Female Physiological Socra-

ty.—We take pleasure in announcing the formation

of a new Society in Providence, R. I. The lecture*

recently delivered by Mrs. P. W. Davis, formerly

Pauline L. Wright, have attracted much attention,

and will do great good. We look forward hopefully

for the time when every city and village will haw

similar Physiological Societies.

The Boston Ladies have set a worthy example,

by establishing the first Society of this kind in the

United States, it not in the world.
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David Ruooles—causes of his death.—We copy

from the North Star:—

** Early in Sept. 1849, he began to be troubled with

a severe pain and inflammation in the left eye, from

which he was never entirely relieved. At times the

pain was so intense he feared thero was something in

the eye, but it was examined by Dr. Walker, of

Northampton, and Dr. Dix of Boston, who both con

firmed Dr. ii.'s first opinion, that it was a serious

case of inflammation of the optic nerve. Dr. W. ad

vised him to give up all care and business for a while,

that his already overtasked mental and bodily ener

gies might have timo to recruit. But it was difficult

for him to do this while his house was filled with pa

tients, some of them very sick, and most of them de

pending upon him for daily advice and attention,

lie declined taking new patients, and sought, as far

as was possible under the circumstances, the rest and

quiet he so much needed. But his health continued

to fail, and in the latter part of November he was

seized with severe inflammation of the bowels. He

had the advice of Dr. Walker, (Homceopathist) and

Dra.Wesselhoeft and Grau, of Brattlcboro, but noth

ing that was done for him seemed to avail anything

to restore him to health. The inflammation was re

moved, but over-exertion, mental and physical, had

eo entirely prostrated his strength, causing a relapse

of a former complaint, (induration of the bowels,)

which added to the acute attack rendered his case a

hopeless one. During the last thrco weeks of his life

he was confined to his bed, and most of the time his

mind seemed to be wandering, and burdened with

the care of patients, arranging plans for improv

ing the grounds about the establishment, erecting

new buildings, &c. &o. ; though he recognized any

of his friends who spoke to him, and would converse

sensibly for a few moments."

Utica has just completed her water works, which

gives the city a copious supply of pore water, at a cost

of only f75,000. It has a great head, and the hy

drants carry water 30 feet above tho spires of their

churches. Its benefits in case of fire will more than

pay the whole cost of the works.

Economy.—II. C. Rewrites us, that he had in

tended to do without tho Water-Cure Journal, af

ter the close of tho last volume ; but, fearing he

should feel its loss, changed his mind, and renewed

his subscription. He says, 11 1 have stopped tho use

of Tea and Coffee, and of course shall make a saving

by it, although I paid a dollar for the instrument of

my conversion. I am glad to see the cause progress

ing so rapidly all over the land, and hope it will

continue."

We like this candid confession ; our friend has

found it profitable to dispense with Tea and Coffee,

even though ho paid a dollar for the instrument

through#rhich he became convinced of their uselcss-

ness: We think this man a worthy example. Who

will follow 1

Self-Lighting Cigars.—A patent has just been

taken out in England for this new invention.

Now, we most respectfully suggest the propriety of

some ingenious Yankee inventing a Self-Smoking

Cigar. Then all will be right, and no harm done ;

providing always, that tho smoking bo done on some

desert—uninhabited by man or beast. For surely

no living thing should be suffered to inhale the filthy

smoke.

Warning for Apothecaries.—** A young lady in

South Treuton, N. J., a few evenings since, expe

rienced a narrow escape from death by having admin

istered to her a spoonful of creosote,** says the State

Gazette, " which was sent from an apothecary**

shop in a vial, very improperly labeled asafostida.

Tho mistake was not discovered until the fatal poison

was entirely swallowed, and the most agonizing pains

ensued, heightened by keen and sudden apprehen

sions of the worst of consequences."—Newark Daily

Advertiser.

Dr. C. K. Broadbent has established a Watcr-

Cure House in Providence, R. I., which, we believe,

is the only one in the State. What his prospects for

success may be we cannot tell. The proprietor is a

persevering, industrious man, and if he combines

other requisite qualities, this house may become a

general resort for the afflicted.

A New Article of Diet.—A short time since, a

person in the western part of this county found buried

in the sand a nest of eggs. Supposing them to be

turtles' eggs, and being passionately fond of that

articlo, he carried them home, had them properly

cooked, and commenced his luscious repast. After

eating fourteen, "unsight and unseen,'* curiosity

prompted him to examine the "critters," when,

upon opening one of those left, he found an infant

blue rarer, beautifully coiled therein. Reader, place

yourself in his condition ; and then you may know

his feelings.—Oakland Gaz.

REVIEWS.

Braithwaite's Retrospect of Practical, Medi

cine and Surgery', Part the Twentieth, published

half yearly by Dauiel Adee, New York. Terms

$l,fi0 iD advance, or 76 cents per number.

This old and well-established work continues to

shed all the light on the " regular" system which the

entire fraternity of medical doctors generate from

year to year. Let it not be supposed that the " regu

lars" are not an inventive class, for besides number

less extremely foolish things, (Cod Liver Oil, for ex

ample) they do develop scicntifio faots and princi

ples of great importance. This Retrospect is design

ed to represent all which is new or important relating

to the Allopathic system of medicine.
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The Physiology of Digestion Considered witti

Relation to the Principles of Dietetics. By

Andrew Combe, M. D., Fellow of tho Uoyal Col

lege of Physicians of Edinburgh. Tenth Edition,

with Engraved Illustrations.

New-York : Republished by Fowlers & Wells,

131 -Nassau street. Mailable ; price 25 cents.

This is Dr. Coinbe's excellent work on Digestion,

Diet, &c, which has been so extensively circu

lated all over the world. The following are some of

the subjects treated :—'* Tho Appetites of Hunger

and Thirst, Mastication, Insalivntion, and Degluti

tion, Organs of Digestion, the Gastric Juice, Theory

and Laws of Digestion, Chylifieation, and the Or

gans concerned in it, Times of Eating, On tho Proper

Quantity of Food, of the Kinds of Food, Conditions

to be observed Before and After Eating, on Drinks,

on tho Proper Regulation <f tho Bowels, and so

forth." Illustrated witli twelve Engravings.

In his Preface, the Author says,—

" The matters dtseu?>ed in this work relate chiefly

to the function of digestion and the principles of

dietetics. It may, at first sight, be doubted whether

I have not exceeded proper bounds in thus dedicating

a whole volume to the consideration of a single sub

ject ; but tho more wc consider tho real complication

of tho function of digestion,—tho extensive influence

which it exercises at every period of life over the

whole of the bodily organization,—the degree to

which its morbid derangements undermine health,

happiness, and social usefulness, and especially the

share which they have in the production of scrofulous

and consumptive, as well as of nervous and mental af

fections—we shall become more and more convinced

of tho deep practical interest which attaches to a

minute acquaintance with the laws by which it is reg

ulated. In infancy, errors in diet, and derangement

of the digestive organs, are admitted to be the prin

cipal causes of the striking mortality which occurs in

that period of life. In youth and maturity, the same

influence is recognized, not only in tho numerous

forms of disease directly traceable to that origin, but

also m the universal practice of referring every ob

scure or anomalous disordor to derangement of the

stomach or bowels. Hence, too, tho interest which

has always been felt by the public in tho perusal of

books on dietetics and indigestion ; and hence tho

prevalent custom of using purgatives as remedies for

every disorder, not unfrequcntly with injurious effects.

" Numerous and popular, however, as writings on

dietetics have been, and excellent as are many of the

precepts which have been handed down by them from

the earliest ages, sanctioned by the warm approval of

every successive generation, it is singular how very

trifling their influenco has been, and continues to be,

in altering the habits of those to whom they nre ad

dressed. In a general way, wo all acknowledge that

diet is a powerful agent iu mollifying the animal

economy ; yet, from our conduct, it might justly bo

inferred, that we cither regarded it as totally devoid

of influence, or remained iu utter ignorance of its | {

mode of operation, being left to the guidance of

chance alone, or of notions picked up at random, of

ten at variance with reason, and, it may be, in con

tradiction even with our own daily cxjieriencc.

" The cause of this extraordinary anomaly—and it

is of consequence to remark it—seems to be, not so

much the absolute want of valuablo information, as

the faulty manner in which the subject is usually con

sidered. In many of our best works, the relation sub

sisting between the human body on the one hand, and

the qualities of the alimentary substances on the other,

as the only solid principle on which their proper adap

tation to each other can be based, is altogether lost

sight of ; so that, while the attention is carefully di

rected to tho consideration of tho abstract qualities

of tho different kinds of aliment, little or no regard

is paid to the relation in which they stand to the in

dividual constitution, as modified by age, sex, season,

and circumstances, or to the observance of the funda-

I mental lawsof digestion."

This gives but a mere "bird's eye view" of the

j importance of the book, yet enough to inform our

J readers of its existence.

The Uses and Awkes of Ant. By John H. Gris-

com, M.D. Showing its Influence in Sustaining

Life, and Producing Disease; with Remarks on

the Ventilation of Houses, and the best Methods

of Securing a Pure and Wholesome Atmosphere

Inside of Dwellings, Churches, Court-rooms, Work

shops, and buildings of all kinds.

Now-York: J. S. Kedficld, Publisher: for sale at

tho Water-Cure Journal ( Hficc, prico 75 Cents.

Wc have here a 12ino. volume, of 252 pages, with

numerous lithographic and other appropriate illus

trations. Although the book is from the pen of a

" ltcgular Old-School Doctor," wo do not hesitate

to pronounce it "a capital work." The author has

left his pill-bags, blister-plasters, lancet, and other

murderous weaiwns at home, and has written from

his text, namely, The Uses and Abtses of Air.

Without a single exception, we regard this work

as the most important that has been issued from the

press for many months. Next to pure water, .pure

air is the most indispensable to health, and the author

shows clearly how it may be obtained.

These views are in perfect harmony with those ad

vocated by Hydropathic authors; yet Dr. Griscom

is justly entitled to the credit of bringing out a more

elaborate and complete treatise on this subject than

any of his predecessors. That many of the most

fatal diseases are caused by bad air, is incontestibry

proved ; shall we not, then, look into this subject 1

We hope every friend of hydropathy, every builder,

every teacher, and, iu short, every inhabitant of our

own, and all other countries, will read this work.

Announcement.—In press, Illustrated Botany, for

all Classes, containing a Floral Dictionary, and a

glossary of Scientific Terms. Illustrated with more

than One Hundred Engravings. Price, 90 Cents;

Fowlers & Wells, publisher!.
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VARIETIES.

ONE OF THE •> REGULAR PHOFESSICN "

RECEIVING " REGULAR TREATMENT "
 

Unparalleled in the History of Medicine as the most

remarkable External Application ever discov

ered, for

HORSES AND HUMAN FLESH !

Time and experience have fully proved that this UNI
VERSAL REMEDY has not its equal on the lilt of medi
cines, having Iwen before the public for more than 14 year*.
Testimony of the most interested character of ill wonderful
effects on the animal cconomv i» almost flatly presented to
the proprietor. It ha? been employed in a great variety of the
maladies which

AFFLICT THE HUMAN RACE.

Ignorance of facts and philosophy, start at the assertion

that any one remedy can possess within itseli the virtue of
curing many disease*. Experience of years has established
t)ie fact that it will cure? mo-i caws, him! relieve all euch as the
following, among many others in the cure of which this Oil
has heen complet- Iv successful, and in which other pretended
remedies had entirely failed :—

Rheumatism, Affections, Bites, Fi est Sites, Corns,

Whitlows, Scalds, Cramps, Strains, Caked Breasts,

Contractions, Wounds Also, a host of Diseases in

Hirsts ami other Animals. Sweeney, Windgaits,

Poll Evil. Callous, Cracked Heels, Galls of all kinds,

Fistula, Sitfast, Sand Cracks, Scratches, or Farcy.

jry CAUTION TO PURCHASERS. ^JJJ

Beware of COUNTERFEITS, and be rare the name of
the SoU Proprietor i« blown in the side of the bottle, or in
his hand writing over the signature Don't be [lersnaded to
take anything else with the promise it i* just as good. This is
practiced by those onprincipled dealer* whom conscience will
stretch like India Rubber, and who are of a kindred spirit of
those in our large cities, whose nefarious practices have so re
cently been exposed to the action of Congress.

All Orders addressed to the proprietor will be promptly re

sponded to.
Oe' a pamphlet of the agent, and we what wonders are ac

complished by the nse of this medicine.
Sold by respectable dealers generally in the United States.

We copy the above from a newspaper. Oar readers will be

glad to lie advised in regard to these new and wonderful rem

edies 1

Who is the most unfortunate speculator mentioned in the

Bible J Jonah, because he went a-whaling, and got regularly

sucked in.

| A Snakk Story.—We have heard and read some remark

able fish ttoilea ; have told some good anecdotes of doga and

j reproduced others ; have even had something to say, and our

correspondents more, about snakes; but the following snake

. story, which we take from the editorial column of the New

York Observer, oatsnukes any snakiih incident of which we

have ever read —„Veic York Commtrcial .Qdicrtiner.

" Thk Dla.ck Snake*.—A pious Indian, a deacon of the

Cliarch at Natiuk, was once while in the woods attacked by

a very large number of black snakes. He found that it was

in vain to attempt to make hi.-* escape by running from them,

| and he had no weapon of defence. He concluded to stand

still, and let them take their course, concluding that it was the

will of Cod that be should perish. They approached him on

every side with their heads erect, brandighiog their forked

tongues. They began to wind themselves around his limbs

and body, and one of them soon reached bis neck, and moved

its head about his mouth. He opened his jaws, which were

furnished with a noble set of teeth. The snake throat

its head into the open mouth. The jaws were brought

together, and the head was bitten off in nn instant. The

blood sir- aming down from the decapitated assailant seemed

to terrify its companions, for thpy untwined themselves from

1 the Indian's limbs and body and left him master of the field."

This same New York Observer don't believe in Hydropathy,

but can almost swallow a black snake. We have beard of

i inch a word as " Consistency," and another, "Truth," nei-

I ther of which belong to the Observer.

" How do I look, Pompey?" said a dandy to his servant

. a« he finished dressing.

" Elegant, masfca ; you look bold as a lion."

" Hold as a lion, Pompey 7 How do you know 1 You never

saw a lion."

" O yes, massa, I seed one down to massa Jenks, in his

! i-tablo."

" Down to Jenks, Pompey ! Why, you great fool, Jenka

j hasn't got a lion, that's a Jackass."

I " Can't help it, njassa, you look just like him !"

| A raookd, red -faced, forlorn-looking Irish woman accosted

us with, " Plaise, sure, for the love of heaven, give me a fin

to buy bread wld. 1 am a poor lone woman, and have two

young twins to support."

"Why, my good woman," we replied, "you seem too

old to have twins of your own."

" They are not mine, sur, I am only raising 'em."

" How old are your twins V

"One of 'em is seven weeks ould, and t'other is eight

months ould, plaise God !"

Reasonable.—A drunken fellow stumbled into the river

at the foot of Veaey !-treet the other day, and when hauled

out he was in a towering passion with the autboritiea " Vy

don't they," said he, " put chains aronnd all the docks, so

that ven a feller falls in, as be vill do sometimes, he could

ketch bold o' something JV. T. Olobc.

An exchange tells a story of a negro boy who fell into a

hogshead of molasses, and wonders if they ticked him, when

they look him out.

Corns may be removed by simply walking away with

them. To make the core permanent, don't come back your

self.
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Death.—Take away but the pom|»sof death, the disguise

and solemn bug-heart, and the actings by candlelight, and

projM-r aod fantastic ceremonies, tbe minstrels and the noise-

makers, the women anil t he weepers, the swooning and the

shriekings, the nnr-i- and the physicians, the dark room and

the miniNttTH, the kindred and the watches, and then to die is

easy, ready, and quitted from its troublesome circumstances.

It is the same harmless thing that a poor hhepherd suffered

yesterday, or a maid servant to day ; Knit at the same time in

which you die, in that very night a thou«and creatures die

with you, some men and many fools ; and the wisdom of the

first w ill not quit him, und the folly of the latter does not

make him unable to die.—Jeremy Taylor.

NOTICES.

Combination dive* Power, and Union gives Strength.

—It has been, and still is, the object of the publishers of this

Journal to combine and concentrate all the Hydropathic

talent in this country in the Water-Cure Journal, and

in order to do so, no efforts have been spared. Have we suc

ceeded 1

While other Journals devoted to the same cause, com

menced in other sections of our country, have failed and been

stopped for want of support, ours has been constantly increas

ing until it hat become firmly rooted, and repr -s> tits the entire,

profession and Hydropathic interest in the Uniiud States, our

present circulation being 18,000 copies.

Soon after this Journal was c»tat»lisli»il, others ■pning op,

bat to die n premature death. Now the question arises, what

is the cauie of this failure ? We think we can solve the

question.

Publications having only a local interest can never be

sustained. The public will never tolerate a publication the

one main purtawe of which i* to advertise a particular

" Water Cnrv l^tahlisbinent." It must carry on its face evi

dence that it is designed for public good, and not merely for

private gain ; for every one will soon detect the cheat.

Nor. Is this true of one class only. It applies to other

schools, and whoever attempts to trumpet themselves into

noi ce by starting Eclectic Reporters or self-puffing Or-

o an a, will he very sure to find it " a bad investment."

_ in —

Voluntary Agents.—We have many applications from

young men for agencies, authorising them to obtain subscri

bers for this Journal, >ome of whom come with good recom

mendations. To such we always tend certificates. Hut the

most desirable agenti of all an? self-constituted. They are

those who do good for the s«ke ot humanity rather than for

money. There are, in almost every nnigliborliooJ, a few

"choice spirits," who take it npon themselves to "form

clubs" and induce their friends to become subeciiber* for this

Journal, with no other motive than that of doing good. To

such we acknowledge our obligations, and are always happy

to record their names upon oar list of co-workers and

voluntary agenth.

It will be seen that we have TWO articles in this number

relating to the same subject, namely :—" Childbirth,"

under the Water Treatment, by different contributors. The

importance of the subject, however, would warrant ns in de

voting double the space now occupied, if necessary. We in

tend that this branch of our system shall be thoroughly repre

sented.

Postage.—It is seldom that we have occasion to call the

attention of our friends to this matter. There are &fcw per

sons, however, who fail to pay the postage on their letters to

ns. This necessarily creates confusion, and as a general

' thing, their letters remain in the dead letter office. When

| sample numbers arc wanted, or a change in the direction of

the Journal desired, the postmaster will frank all snch letters,

Water-Cure Journal.—We hail this "Herald of Re

forms" for February, with delighL The number before ns

should be read by all who attempt to dabble in the practice

■ of medicine. Number two of the " Confessions of an Alio*

■ pathie Doctor" <s the most glorious article we have ever

1 read. We would like to copy it, but it would take too much

of our space; however, those who may want to read it can

get a copy of the publishers, Fowlers & Wells, No. 131

Nassau Street, New York. The price, per annum, is bat one

I dollar.—Hudson River Chronicle.

Post Office Stamps may he obtained of atl postmasters

| and remitted to the publishers in place of " specie," for books

| the price of which may be lew than a dollar. A quarter of a

dollar, however, may be enclosed in a letter and sent by mail

without increasing the postage,

J. L Pool has recently established a Book and Periodical

Store in the Bank Building, Oswego, N. Y„ where he will

keep a general assortment of new publications, including

J those published at the office of the Water-Cure Journal.

What has become of the Water-Cure Journal?—FJyria

Weekly Courier.

Ask Uncle Samuel. It is mailed and directed to you regu

larly. We can account for its non-reception by you in no

other way than this. The rare merit* of the Journal may

: have excited the organ of appropriativeness of somebody to

an irresistible degree, which may have induced them to stop

i it before reaching its place of destination. We re-send it.

' It seems to be the ambition of the publishers to remove the

necessity of any other serial publication oa the Water-Cure in

this country, by suppling the vert best that can be made,

adtiptot to all sections, and every class of mind. It cannot be

surpassed, if equaled, by any Health periodical.—Excelsior.

E. G. Fuller, of Halifax, Nova Scotia, is agent for all

j Hydropathic, Physiological, and other Reformatory poblica-

| lions. Give him a call.

In Penn Yan, New York, our publications may be ob-

| tained of Messrs. Cook and Miller, who will supply onr

I friends at the publishers' prices.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

Tic-Doulotjreitx, or Neuraloia.—Has the Tic-doalou-
renx ever been successfully treated Hydropathically 7 If so,
what would be the best practice 7 The case is this A man
of natnrally good constitution, aged 60, afflicted more or lea*

i periodically for 20 years, for the last two years mostly con-
I lined to his room—frequent paroxysms of the mo-t excruciating
pain—life intolerable. The nerves have been twice separated:,
to no purpose. The most eminent Allopaths in your city
and state have exhausted their skill in the case, and all their
prescriptions have, to appearance, made it worse. e. d. h.

Answer.—Many cases as severe, probably, as the above

have been completely cured at the establishments. The full

treatment is usually required, with a rigid diet. It is best gen

erally to commence with tepid water, making it gradually
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colder as the "patient becomes accustomed to it. One or two

wet packs a day, with constant ate of local wet banda

ges, are necessary to ensure the best result. The food should

be as nearly limited to bread and milk as possible.

Ablutions.— Ye*. Once a day is not too often. This

keeps the system in a regular habit, and regularity itself is of

much ronsoqnenee. The stream is preferable, though either

are snffn-ient for pood health. Persons much subject to head

ache should wet the head first ; ot Id wise, get into the water

anyway that is most convent nt, only be sore and wet all

over.

Scrofula.— Mrs. D. want* n presvriDtioa for her husband.

Steady, general, perseverinr tiei.tiiw nt is necessary. The wet

sheet pack daily, followed by a shallow or half bath, shonld

be employed, if possible. The » alcr should not hn very cold,

that is, not fo cold but tli:t vein fortable reactiun easily suc

ceeds each bath. Pi 11115 hatha, two, three, or four a day, are

next in order. I*H the t'iei he extremely simple—brown bread

and milk, potatoes, apples, file.

H. C. If.. Westfobp, Conn.—This patient should be

manage. I at first with gentle rubbings over the body with a

oold or cool wet cloth, wear the abdominal wet bandage con

stantly, and take one or two ritz baths daily, as cold as she

can comfortably bear. After she recovers a little, a daily

pack should be added. Avoid animal food entirely.

E. P.—We would cheerfully give you the information rela

tive to thii estates of Franklin, and others, for which you in

quire, if we bad the data.

Dr. H. VV.—Manakius, four feet high, may be obtained

in New York for $250 ; six feat, or the largest size, for $1,000.

Orders will be received by the publishers of the Water-Cure

Journal. Terms cash. Remittances should be made in

checks or drafts on New York, Boston, or Philadelphia.

M, A. H.—We are unable to give you the No. of Dr.

Weder's residence at the present time. In November last he

occupied house No. 3 Marshall street. Bo says Dr. Mumlie.

Nor are we aware of his removal.

BOOK NOTICES.

Rkport or thi Commissioner or Patents, for the year

1849, by Thomas Ewbank, with an Introduction by Hor

ace Greeley, New York. J. S. Redfield publisher, price 'S7%

cents, and may be had at the Journal Office. Periodical.

This 1st part is devoted to Arts and Manufactures, with the

views of the Commissioner on the following important and

Interesting subjects :—Origin and progress of Invention. The

Motors Chief Levers of Civilization. Proposed application of

the Patent Fund. National Prizes, and on the Propulsion of

Steamers, with numerous beautiful engraved illustrations.

We look upon this, and similar efforts, as the greatest human-

izen of the age- The advantages of inventions and mechan

ical arts cannot be computed. They are synonymous with

civilization, human development, and perfection. Every

working rnan in the nation should read this book, and we

have no doubt it would awaken and excite to action the

minds ofeven the most lazy drones by which society is afflicted.

Voices from Prison.—A selection of poetry written within

the cell, by various prisoners, with biographical and critical

notices. Charles Spear, editor. Third edition, revised by

the author. Hoston : published by the author. Price 50

cents. For sale by Fowlers & Wells, New York.

If portraying the deepest agony ever expressed by the hu

man heart when under the most unutterable affliction, will

I have a tendency to soften those who rule, and incline them

rather to pity than Xo punish, then the volume before us will

1 be an efficient co-worker in the cause of humanity.

! We would most sincerely pray that every man, woman,

1 and child should become scquainted with the world of hu

man anguish, described in this appeal. All should read it

j and become better Christians, by knowing how to sympathize

1 with the poor criminals, and, if possible, improve their condi

tion, and thereby make them better members of society.

Capital Punishment, or the Death Penalty, by Charles

Spear, price cents, for sale at the Journal office.

" I shall ask for the abolition of the penalty of death, until

I have the infallibility of human judgment demonstrated to

me. The punishment of death has always inspired me with

feelings of horror, since the execrable use made of it during

the former Revolution."—Lafayette.

We find public sentiment somewhat divided on this sub

ject, yet an evident change is rapidly taking place, and pre

sent indications are propitious of the ultimate abolition of

the death penalty. Those who wish to examine the subjec t

i will find it well elucidated in the work under notice,

!
1 The Northern Lancet, and Gazette of Legal Medicine,

published by Horace Nelson, M. D., PlatUburgb, N. Y.

Tenna $1 a year, in advance.

" Every day brings something new," and the "newest"

thing of all, is a physiologico-" Legal " Botanico, minera-

logico natural philosophise, journal of criticism, natoral-his-

torico journal of medical science, literature, and news!!

Well, really, if here is not a dollar's worth, then we are no

judge; as much as these " regulars " hate us, we must admit

that we rather like them, and are glad to see them put forth their

juvenile efforts to throw "moonshine" on ''Legal Medi

cine" " The People" have had almost enough of this

kind of medical science, (!) yet not quite. Hence this new lumi

nary will doubtless recieve a liberal amount of " Cod Liver

Oil " patronage. That we may fairly represent this new

medical oracle, we copy from the first number of the Lancet

an article on haemorrhoids:

" We mast first attend to the functions of the liver and

bowels, by giving small doses of mercury, and mild purga

tives, such as the confection of black pepper, or give the fol

lowing draught thrice a day : R. Comp. Decoction of aloes,

one drachm and a half; extract ofSarsaparilla, half a drachm ;

compound decoction of Sarsaparilla, half ounce, mix ; with

an alterative pill two hoars before dinner, to induce defalca

tion at bed-time. If there is very great irritation excited by

the piles, give one of the following pills, twice or thrice a

day : R. Acetate of morphine, one sixth grain : ext. hyoscia-

mus, one and one half grain ; camphor, two grains; comp

ext. colycynth, two grains, mix."

For further information on the system advocated by this

editor, we respectfully refer him to the Confessions and Ex

perience or an Allopathic Doctor, published in the

Water-Core Journal.
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A few Thoughts for a Young Man, (for all young men)

by Horace Mann. New York : For sale by Fowlers &

Wells. Mailable; price 25 cents.

A Gem—a full casket of Intellectual Diamond*, worth

more than " fine gold." If it were in oor power we would put

a copy of this most valuable little book into the hands of ev

ery young man in the nation, A fund should be raised and

a few millions of copies be printed and circulated on the plan

of our Bible and Tract societies. The good that wonld grow

ont of its universal diffusion cannot be estimated. It con

tains more of the best advice, in the smallest compass, than

wehave ever before seen. Buy it, read it, remember it, and

practice its teachings.

The Literary Union, published in Syracuse, N. Y., by

Messrs. Wincliell 4; Johannoi, has changed its form, and in

stead of a weekly it i« now published monthly, in a beautiful

octavo form, and is furnished at $2 a year. We hope it will

meet with that liberal patronage to which iLs merit* entitle it.

Tub Boston Musical Gazette come* to as in nn im

proved form. The editors have had a considerable unpleas

ant experience in the printing department during the laM year,

but their establishment is now well or^awized, and excellent

music may be expected. T»rmi $1 a year. Address A. N.

and J. C. Johnson, Boston, Maes.

We have received the first Nos. of The Fri n l of Youth,

edited by Mrs. M. L. Bailey, of Washington, If. L\

It is really an attractive companion, Admirably adapted to

the purposes of entertainment nnd infraction while it incul

cates a love for the good, beautiful, and true.

Oar " Parley's Magazines, " our " Cabinets," and " Muse

urns" have served to please the fancy, awaken the intellect,

and instruct in natural science. 'I ho " Friend" goes farther

—stimulating to a hatred of wrong, injustice, nnd oppression—

and » sympathy with thu nattering of all classes, colors, and

conditions. May it be welcomed to every fireside, and ac

complish the mission it bid; fair to perform.

 

Is addition to our regular list of books, which may be found

on another page, wehave for sale at the Journal office the

following, at the prices affixed.

A Few Thoughts for Youm? Men—By Hon Horace.
Mann. A capital work. Price 2i> cents.

Beecher'b Lectures to Young Men—On virions im
portant subjects, by Henry Ward Beecher. Price 75 cents.

Swedenborq— Hi* Biography, by J. J. Wilkinson. Price
i cents.

The Complkte Phonographic Class-Book and Read
er. Price G2A cents.

The Puonoorapiiic Reporter's First Book—A good
work for beginners. Price $1,00.

A Voice to Youth—Addressed to young men and yoang
ladies, by Hev. J. M. Austin. 60 cents.

Illustrations of the Law of Kindness—By Rev. G.
W. Montgomery. 40 cents.

Voices from Prison—A selection of poetry written in
the cell by various prisoners, by Charles Spear. " 50 cent*.

Capital Punishment—Or the Death Penalty, showing
its bad effects. Same author, li-l cents.

A Treatise on Death and against the Death Pen
alty—B) A. Van Wyck. 10 cents.

Views of Distinguished Phrenologists un Religion
—By Rev. Lucius Holmes. 25 cents.

Tea and Coffee—Their phyieal, intellectual, and moral
effect* on the human system, by Dr. VV. A. Alcolt. 15 cents.

The Complete Gardener and Florist. 25 cents.

Physiognomy, Outlines of a New System—By Dr. J.
W. Hedtield. SS cents.

The Uses and Abuses of Air—with illustrations. A
good book. 75 cunts.

The Philosophy of Special Providences—A vision by
A. J. L'avb. 15 cents.

Nature's Divine Revelations—A Voice to Mankind-
author. $3,00.

A Chart exhibiting an outline of the Progressive His
tory and Approaching Destiny of the Race. Same author.
$2,00.

A Manual of Magnetism—Including Galvanism. Elec
tro magnetism, &c- &c, with l-i> illustrations. $1,25.

The Science of Human Life—By Sylvester Graham,
in two larje 12mo. volumes. $3,00.

Lectures to Young Men on Chastity. Same au
thor. 50 cents.

The Philosophy of Generation—Its abuses, Sec, Ly
John B. .Newman, M. D. 37J cents.

Letter to Ladies in favor of Female Physicians—
By Samuel Gregory. i2A cents.

Licentiousness and its Effects urns Bodily and
Mental Health—By a physieiau. K'A cents.

Facts and Important Information for Young Mks—
On the subject of Masturbation, Btc. cents.

Facts and Important Information >or Younq Wo
men—On the .same subject, l-'i cents.

Facts in IIvdritathy—A ( oHeetion of cases. I'- ; cts.

Water Cure for Deiiilitated Youno Men—Trans-
Kited from the German. 25 cents.

It will be undt n'iKjd by our agents that our discount on

tho above will be liberal, yet not the same as on oub

pti !>'i:-;iti(

To obtain either or all of these works by return of tho

Fistsr mail, enclose the amount in a letter, and direct the

same, post paid, to FOWLERS & WELLS,

No. 131 Nassau Street, New-York.

A DIRECTORY.

PROFESSIONAL CARDS OF WATER-CURB PRACTITIONERS.

Joel Shew, M. D., New York.

R. T. Trall, M. D., 15 Laight Btreet, New York.

M. S. Gove Nichols, 4G Lexington Avenue, New York.

Dr. C. H. Meeker, South Orange, N. J.

E. A. KiTTREDQK, M. D., Boston, Mass.

S. O. Gleabox, M. D„ Glen Haven, N. Y.

Dr. Bedortha, New Lebanon Springs, N. Y.

Dr. E. E. Denmston, Northampton, Mass.

Dr. PuiLir Roof, Cooperstown, N. Y.

Dr. J. A. Wider, Philadelphia.


